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ABSTRACT 
 
Following the merger of the two classification societies Det Norske Veritas (DNV) and Germanischer 
Lloyds (GL) in September 2013 the need for a harmonized High Speed Craft (HSC) classification rule set 
emerged. In this study the respective rules for the bottom structure of HSC where checked against each 
other. This shone light on the similarities and dissimilarities between the two. The main difference found 
was the methodology used to determine the craft design acceleration, a concept integral to the hull design 
process. Further the comparative study showed a need to improve the idealisation of sandwich beams. 
These two topics where chosen as areas of focus in the latter part of this study. 
 
Differences regarding design accelerations led to a review of the source material for DNV’s formulae, the 
model trials of Fridsma (1971). It was found that the old trials didn’t necessarily capture the worst case 
scenarios for the model craft in question, due to a limited sea state formulation. It was also found that the 
exponential distribution is an inadequate assumption for the acceleration peaks of HSC. New trials are 
hence recommended. 
 
As it is today, only the inner skin is considered for calculations of the effective flange width for sandwich 
beams. It is however well known that both skins contribute to the effective flange width. Consequences 
are among others that the stresses over the beam are overestimated. It is further demonstrated that the 
effective flange width for the outer skin is bigger compared to the inner. The study presents important 
aspects that are recommended to consider in further studies towards a method that considers both skin 
for the effective flange width of a sandwich. 
 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
 
Efter sammanslagningen av de två klassificeringssällskapen Det Norske Veritas (DNV) och Germanischer 
Lloyds (GL) september 2013 uppstod behovet av en harmoniserad regeluppsättning för 
höghastighetsfartyg (HSC). Denna studie utvärderar det regelverk respektive klassificeringssällskap har för 
bottenstrukturen hos HSC:s. Studien visar att den största skillnaden regelverken emellan var den metod 
som används för att bestämma designaccelerationen, ett grundläggande koncept för HSC design. Vidare 
identifieras ett behov av att uppdatera metoden för hur sandwichbalkar kan idealiseras. Dessa två ämnen 
valdes ut som fokusområden i den senare delen av studien. 
 
Skillnader i designaccelerationerna ledde till en översyn av det källmaterial till grund för DNV:s formler, 
nämligen modellförsöken från Fridsma (1971). Det visade sig att de gamla testerna inte nödvändigtvis 
fångar de värsta tänkbara scenarier för modellfarkosten i fråga, på grund av en begränsad formulering av 
sjötillstånden. Det visade sig också att den exponentiella fördelningen är ett otillräckligt antagande för 
accelerationstopparna. Nya försök för att bestämma nivån på designaccelerationerna rekommenderas. 
 
Idag tas det endast hänsyn till det inre skalet hos en sandwichbalk för beräkningar av dess effektiva bredd. 
Det är dock känt att båda skalen bidrar till den effektiva bredden. Konsekvenser av att bara se till det inre 
skalet är bland annat att spänningarna överskattas i toppflänsen hos sandwichbalken. Vidare visar denna 
studie på att den effektiva bredden för det yttre skalet är större jämfört med för det inre. Studien 
demonstrerar viktiga aspekter att ta hänsyn till i fortsatta studier med målet att nå en metod som tar 
hänsyn till båda skalen för beräkning av en sandwichbalks effektiva bredd.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
For those who have experienced high speed craft know that the rides can be both a thrilling experience 
but also physically and mentally exhausting. This is due to the random nature of the craft response in 
waves. It is not uncommon for the entire craft to completely leave the water surface only to slam back 
down, see Figure 1. As a result the bottom structure is subjected to large slamming forces which set high 
demands on the structural design. This is why the classification societies play a crucial role in order to 
safeguard life and property by setting rule standards for the structural design. At the same time the lighter 
the structure can be built the more energy efficient the craft will become and a balance between safety and 
energy efficiency must be set. 
 
Two Classification Societies are Det Norske Veritas (DNV) and Germanischer Lloyds (GL). They merged 
into one company, DNV GL, in September 2013. Both DNV and GL have been leading Classification 
Societies within the High Speed Light Craft (HSLC) segment, and both Societies have developed 
structural rules for these types of craft. As a consequence of the DNV and GL merger into one Society, 
there is a natural demand for the rules to be harmonized into one common rule set for DNV GL. 

This study aims to support the harmonisation process by providing a technical background for the rule 
development of HSLC structural design. This is in part fulfilled by comparing the structural rule sets from 
both legacy rules and documenting the technical background for each. The comparison will show what 
differences and similarities there are between the two rule sets. Even though both rule sets to a large 
extent are developed from the same theories, there is the possibility that a craft design will end up 
differently depending on which rule set is used. 
 
A quantitative study is performed for typical HSLC designs, upon which the legacy rules can be applied 
and compared. With the quantitative study the reader will be provided with sample calculations for 
different types of high speed craft, demonstrating the potential differences and similarities between the 
two rule sets.  
 
In addition to the quantitative study, two research areas are studied looking at different aspects related to 
the rule based design method. With these more in depth studies, the authors aim to contribute to an 
increased knowledge amongst the research community for semi-empirical structural design methods of 
high speed craft. In total the report consists of one executive summary and six appendices. The executive 
summary presents the main findings from the study and can be read independently from the appendices. 
For more details regarding a specific topic presented in the executive summary, the reader is referred to 
the appendices.  

Figure 1 US Navy RHIB, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (2004). 
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2. RULE BASED DESIGN OF HIGH SPEED CRAFT 
 
A high speed craft traveling through rough sea at high speed is subjected to slamming and large forces. 
This put high demands on the designer which need to design the craft in such way that it is seaworthy and 
can withstand the loads. This section aims to briefly present the concept of rule based design for the 
reader. It describes the main problems and the iterative process used to solve them according to 
classification society rule sets. 
 

2.1 THE DESIGN PROBLEM 

Designing a HSC involves two main challenges. One part is analysing the complex loads that the craft will 
be subjected to. As described in the introduction the slamming forces are highly irregular and finding the 
correct loads to design against requires a good statistical measure. In addition to this, for any given 
slamming event, the slamming force will propagate from the keel to the chine with a sharp pressure peak. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2, where the pressure distribution is shown for two discreet time steps. Due to 
the peaked nature of the load it is difficult to capture the forces acting on specific structural members.  
 

 
Figure 2. Conceptual view of the pressure distribution and idealised local load distribution. 

The other part of the design problem involves the challenge of determining the scantlings of the structural 
members. In order to decide upon the scantlings it is necessary to idealise the structural arrangement and 
deciding upon the structural hierarchy. Deciding upon the structural hierarchy means figuring out how the 
loads will be transferred through the structure from tertiary- and secondary- to primary structural 
members. Examples of tertiary- and secondary supporting members are longitudinal- or transversal 
stiffeners, while web frames and bulkheads are examples of primary members supporting the stiffeners. 
With an idealised structure and knowing what loads are carried by what structural members, it is possible 
to analyse and evaluate the structural response of the craft with the use of simple beam theory.  
  
Managing these two challenges often leads to an iterative design process. The method of designing a HSC 
according to classification rules is presented in the following sections together with the theories that they 
have been developed from.  

2.2 THE SOURCE MATERIAL  

Following a series of high speed tank tests conducted in Fridsma (1971), Savitsky and Brown (1976) 
established a simple equation relating the craft main particulars to a mean value of a given top percentile 
of the worst acceleration peaks. The formula of Savitsky and Brown is based upon empirical data from a 
small number of conventional hull forms, limited to certain prismatic coefficients, length to speed ratios 
and speed regimes. There are therefore, as for any semi-empirical formula, limits for when the formula is 
valid.  The formula does however help the designer to get a good estimate of the forces acting on the hull 
bottom.  
 
Knowing a design acceleration doesn’t in itself lead to a certain design pressure, but a method for this was 
proposed by Allen and Jones (1978). Allen and Jones relate the total force (given by the mass of the craft 
and the design acceleration) to a pressure acting on a specific area along the hull bottom. This is 
accomplished by another semi-empirical design formula which also takes longitudinal position and local 
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deadrise angle into account and synthesizes much of the 
HSLC research done up until that point, particularly the 
crew boat tests of Spencer (1975).  

2.3 THE DESIGN METHOD 

Figure 3 illustrates the iterative process of designing a 
high speed craft by the help of classification rules. The 
classification rules are in turn based on the methods of 
Allen and Jones (1978). As the flow chart shows, the 
first step for any designer is naturally to decide upon the 
purpose for the craft, material concept and its 
operational profile. Common material concepts for 
HSLC’s are typically aluminium hulls, single skin fibre 
composite hulls or sandwich constructions. Depending 
on the material concept the bottom structural 
arrangement may look very different. 
  
The operational profile for the craft means deciding on 
what speed and sea-state combinations the craft shall be 
able to cope with. The operational profile may look very 
different depending on if it is a patrol boat, passenger 
ferry or for example a powerboat. Common for high 
speed craft is however often the need to be able to go 
through big waves at high speed. 
 
Given the operational profile and the main particulars 
for the craft it is possible to calculate a vertical design 
acceleration following the before mentioned semi-
empirical formula developed by Savitsky and Brown 
(1976), or through other means as specified by the 
classification society. With the design acceleration and a 
structural arrangement for the bottom structure it is 
possible to calculate the pressure acting on the structural 
members using methods developed from the Allen and 
Jones (1978) source material. Due to the non-uniform 
load over the transverse cross-section it is however 
necessary to idealise the structure. By idealizing the 
structure, the non-uniform load can be simplified to a 
uniform load over certain widths, for example around a 
stiffener. Idealising the structure enables the use of 
simple beam theory for the design process. 
 
The method has proven an efficient tool that is easy to 
implement together with data available at an early design 
stage.  There is however room for improvements to the 
method. In work done by Razola (2013) the slamming 
load expression from both Allen & Jones (1978) and 
DNV (2012) are shown to be in disagreement with both 
test data and numerical simulation results (a numerical 
methodology described in A. Rosén (2004)). The study 
shows that by modifying the formulation for the design pressure, to take better account for area aspect 
ratios (e.g. long and thin vs. wide and short panels) the predicted design pressure can be greatly improved. 
The work done by M. Razola lays the foundation for the focus on the design acceleration limits presented 
in this report, where Appendix D, Fridsma Revisited, builds on gathered data from Razola (2013) Paper C.    
 

Establish the 
operational profile 
and choosing 
material concept. 

Design acceleration 
according to 
classification rules 

Decide upon 
scantlings and the 
structural 
arrangement. Idealize 
the structure! 

Calculate the design 
pressure for 
structural members. 

Analyse the structural 
responses.  

Compliance with the 
rules?  

Yes 

Design finished! 

No 

Figure 3 Flow chart describing the iterative design 
process. 
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Checking compliance with the classification rules typically involves verifying that bending- and shear 
stresses in beams doesn’t exceed maximum allowable values as defined by the societies. Allowable stresses 
are defined based on material properties and the safety factors that are used ensure that the structures 
won’t fail. Verifying the design further involves checking that plate thicknesses and the section modulus 
for beams are at least the minimum required as defined by the societies due to concerns such as fatigue 
and general robustness.    
 
Iteration through the steps presented here are necessary independently of what classification’s rule set is 
used. That is however not a guarantee that a designer will end up with the same final design independently 
of what rule set is used. The cost of building, the operation and the maintenance of the craft throughout 
its expected lifetime should also be considered. Evaluating the craft’s environmental profile is an 
important aspect which is strongly related to the iterative design loop. Lighter craft naturally result in 
reduced costs as well as reduced emissions. This report will however focus on the hydrodynamic and 
structural aspects of the rule based design process described in this section. The following sections will 
demonstrate differences and similarities between legacy DNV and GL rules. It will serve as a technical 
foundation for a merger of the two rule sets as well as presenting areas with potential for further 
development.  
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3. COMPARISON OF DESIGN LOADS 
 
In order to compare the rule sets of DNV and GL the comparison needs to start with the design loads 
given by the respective classification society. From the loads the structural requirements will follow and it 
is by combining these two chapters that a fair judgement can be made. It can for example be conceived 
that one rule set gives lower design pressure levels but instead choose higher safety levels when deciding 
upon the structural requirements, or vice versa. 
  
In this first part the local design loads due to bottom slamming pressure will be examined and it will be 
the main findings of Design Loads Compared, found in Appendix A, that are presented here. But for a 
more in depth rule-by-rule walkthrough together with calculation examples for some typical craft see 
Appendix A. 

3.1 DESIGN ACCELERATION 

 
In chapter 2 the need for a statistical measure of the loads acting on a high speed craft in rough conditions 
is presented. What statistical measures to use is however debatable. Legacy DNV has based their rule 
upon the existing semi-empirical formula originally established in Savitsky & Brown (1976). GL rules has 
instead used the equations of motion for displacing craft and scaled them in order to better match the 
acceleration levels of their HSC-fleet, Kuhlman (2013). This shows that there is a big difference regarding 
what theory the classification societies has based their operational envelopes, and resulting design 
accelerations, upon. 
 
The consequence of the principal differences in design accelerations is that the operational envelopes of 
GL are more restrictive (lower speeds allowed given the same waveheight and design acceleration) for 
typical high speed craft. For specific calculation examples, see Appendix A and the speed restrictions 
curves in Appendix F. 
 
While GL claim that their acceleration levels are in accordance to the average of the 1% highest 
acceleration levels expected in the craft worst intended operating condition, GL (2012), DNV instead 
stated that their acceleration level has a 1% risk of being exceeded in the worst intended operation, DNV 
(2012). But since DNV follows the formula set by Savitsky & Brown (1976) it can be shown that the 
acceleration level chosen by DNV is more correctly in accordance to the average top 1% acceleration 
peaks, assuming an exponential distribution of the identified peaks. This means is that DNV and GL 
share the same safety level, meaning that craft should be designed for an average of the top 1% 
acceleration levels in the worst intended conditions as identified through the craft’s operational profile. 

3.2 DESIGN PRESSURE  

 
Both classification rules follow the Allen & Jones (1978) expression for determining the bottom slamming 
design pressure. One way of expressing the Allen & Jones semi-empirical formula would be to divide it 
into discrete design factors as presented in Razola (2013). The expression could then be understood as: 
  �帖 = � ⋅ 欠寵� ⋅ ��� ⋅ ��勅鳥 ⋅ �椎勅�賃 ⋅ �鎮墜津直 ⋅ �� 

where ��� : Reference area factor; ��勅鳥 : Pressure reduction factor, relating peak pressure to a design pressure; �椎勅�賃 : Peak pressure acting anywhere on the reference area; �鎮墜津直 : Longitudinal load distribution factor; and �� : Bottom deadrise factor   

For all factors except Kred, Kβ and Klong the two societies use in principal the same expressions.  
 
For Kβ the difference is just a scaling factor where DNV choose to benefit from a slightly higher effect of 
an increased deadrise angle towards the forward part from the midship compared to GL, Appendix A, 
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chapter A4. The difference found in the Klong factor makes to a degree up for the difference in Kβ where 
the longitudinal distribution factor lowers the pressure at the most forward part of the craft according to 
GL while it remains at the same level (1) for DNV from midship to bow. 

 
How the reduction factors relate to each other is shown in Figure 4. For larger craft, with lower values of 
design area-to-reference area ratios, the difference between the two classification societies can be up to 
10%, with the lower values given by GL, see Figure 2. The design area relates to the specific structural 
part on which the pressure is applied, while the reference area relates to the total area upon which the 
slamming pressure is distributed over. Hence lower ratios are expected for larger craft. 

 
For specific calculation examples of reduction factors, please see Appendix A, chapter A5 and resulting 
design pressures in Appendix F. 
 
 
  

GL min. limit for 
Floors 

GL min. limit for Stiffeners 

GL min. limit for Plates 

Figure 4 Reduction factors compared. 
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4. COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
In this section a comparison between DNV and GL’s structural requirements and design methods are 
presented. The aim is to evaluate potential similarities and differences between the rule sets. Focus is on 
the structural requirements for plating, stiffeners and web frames in the bottom structure of a high speed 
craft. The aluminium comparison considers DNV (2012a) and GL (2012) and the composite comparison 
considers DNV (2013) and GL (2012).  
 
Only a summary with the most important findings are presented here. For details regarding the analyses 
the reader is referred to Appendix B and C were also sample calculations are presented in order to 
demonstrate where differences occur. 
 

4.1 ALUMINIUM STRUCTURES 

Typical members in the bottom structure of a high speed craft are plating, stiffeners, web frames and 
girders. In order to make sure the scantlings are sufficient for the structural members DNV and GL 
stipulates thickness- and strength requirements within their rule sets. Table 1 presents the chapters and 
sections that are considered for the comparison. Details that differ between the rule sets are also noted in 
Table 1. 
 

Table 1 Chapters and sections that are considered in the rule comparison. 

 DNV 
Pt.3. Ch.3. Sec.5 & 6 

GL 
C3.7 

Note 

Plating requirements    
Thickness B300 C3.7.7 Factor accounting for 

plate curvature (DNV) 
Stiffener requirements    
Shear area 
Section modulus 

Sec.5 C200 C3.7.8 Reduced load area 
(DNV) 

Web frames & girders 
requirements 

   

Shear area Sec.5 B400 C.3.7.9 Reduced load area 
(DNV) Section modulus 

 
The requirements for aluminium structures origins from ordinary beam - and plate theory. The theories 
are well established and based on this the structural requirements in the two rule sets can be expected to 
be rather similar.  
 

- Plate curvature 
DNV have in their formulation for the required plate thickness included a factor to account for 

plate curvature. That means that the bending moments are reduces and in turn also the maximum 

stresses. GL does not account for plate curvature and possible effects are that a thicker plate is 

required compared to DNV. 

 

- Reduced load area 
There is a difference in how DNV and GL calculate the minimum required shear area for both 

stiffeners and girders. DNV considers that supporting members contribute in taking the load, 

thus reducing (l-s) the load area, see Table 2. 

 
Table 2 Minimum shear area calculated according to DNV and GL. 

Shear area �史 = 掃. 挿 ∙ 岫残 − 史岻 ∙ 史 ∙ �史残�史残  �嗣 = 捜 ∙ 残 ∙ 史 ∙ ���仕  
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What is interesting is that the required shear area would be zero for a squared panel. A possible 

explanation for such case could be that the load will take the shortest way, but since the spacing equals the 

span, the load will be transferred direct to the stronger supporting transverse members. Such results could 

be interpreted as that there no need for stiffeners. The formula is specific for stiffeners subjected to 

slamming. The required shear area is for example in DNV Rules for Classification of ships formulated in a way 

where it cannot be zero. 

Not too surprising, there are many similarities between the structural requirements in each rule set. Sample 
calculations in Appendix B does however show that mainly due to different applied design pressure the 
scantling assessment will end up differently depending on which rule set that is used. It is also in 
Appendix B demonstrated that there are differences in how DNV and GL formulate allowable stresses, 
which affects the scantlings of the structural members. 
 

4.2 FIBRE COMPOSITES AND SANDWICH CONSTRUCTIONS 

This section presents a summary of the comparison between the structural requirements given by DNV 
and GL for sandwich- and single skin panels. A comparison of structural requirements for beams has for 
priority reasons intentionally been left out.  
 
Failure modes that DNV and GL require to be analysed are presented in Table 3. The calculated stresses 
and deflections are required to be less than the allowable defined in the rule sets. 
 

Table 3 Chapters and sections that are considered in the comparison of the rule sets. 

 DNV12 
Pt.5. Ch.4 Sec.5 & 6 

GL12 
C3.8 

Note 

Normal stress skin 
laminates 

 
Sec.5 & 6, B200 

 
C3.8.3.4 

- Factor accounting for 
plate curvature (GL) 
- Boundary condition 
partially fixed (DNV) 

Core shear stress  
Skin wrinkling Sec.5 B300 C.3.8.6 - 
Panel deflection Sec.5 B400 & Sec.6 B200 C.3.8.3.3 Bending due to pure 

bending and due to shear 
(DNV), bending due to 
only pure bending (GL) 

Reinforcement Sec.5 & 6 A100 - Required amount of 
reinforcement (DNV) 

 
The stresses and deflections presented in Table 3 are by both DNV and GL calculated according to 
sandwich- and laminate theory. Any differences are to a large extent due to that different design loads are 
applied, which is demonstrated in Appendix C. There are however a couple of differences that are 
important to point out, especially regarding sandwich structures.  
 

- Sandwich panel deflection 
The most significant difference is that DNV calculates the maximum deflection for a sandwich 

panel as the sum of deflection due to bending and due to shear. GL does only consider the 

deflection due to pure bending. This greatly affects the maximum calculated deflection where it 

will be underestimated by GL. GL does on the other hand have a stricter requirement on the 

maximum allowable deflection. Where DNV allows a maximum deflection of 2 % of the panel 

breadth, GL does only allow 1 % of the panel breadth.  

 

- Plate curvature 
DNV does not account for plate curvature when calculating laminate stresses. GL does however 

have a coefficient rc that accounts for plate curvature. That is an important coefficient since it 
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considers the benefit of curvature which reduces the maximum bending moment and in turn the 

maximum laminate stresses. 

 

- Boundary conditions 
Further differences are that DNV has a boundary condition partially fixed in addition to fixed and 

simply supported. That is a boundary condition developed for structures subjected to slamming 

loads. This specific boundary condition means that the edge restraint of rotation of the adjoining 

panels is accounted for. Using this boundary condition will result in that stresses are reduced 

compared to if the boundary condition fixed is used. GL uses either fixed or simply supported. 

 

- Mass of reinforcement 
DNV have in their rules a requirement on the amount of reinforcement in single skin panels and 

in the skin laminates of sandwich panels. GL do not specify such a requirement.  

 

- Requirement on core density 
It is in DNV (2013a) stated that for cross-linked PVC foam core materials exposed to bottom 

slamming loads, the material should normally have a density not less than 130 kg/m3. A designer 

is allowed to use a core material with lower density, but it would result in an extended and more 

expensive design- and verification process. In previous work by Uulas (2012) it is demonstrated 

that there is nothing to support the restriction of not allowing core densities lower than 130 

kg/m3. It is further pointed out that the regulation was written in the mid 90’s when the core 

materials were very brittle. The development of core materials has however continued and with 

the manufactures in mind it is important that the design rules stay updated.  
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5. FOCUS AREAS 
 
It is found in the review of design loads that the classification societies use different measures for the 
speed, wave height and acceleration limit. While most classification societies follow a design semi-
empirical formula established by Savitsky and Brown (1976) that in turn is based upon model trials 
conducted by Fridsma (1971) Germanischer Lloyds (2012) have instead chosen to rely upon modified 
displacement theory scaled to suit HSLC’s. This shows that there are disagreements regarding what design 
accelerations should be used for classification purposes in the design of High-Speed Light Craft and lead 
to the work presented in 4.1. 
 
The concept of effective flange width is commonly used in hull structural design in order to enable the use 
of simple beam theory for evaluating beam designs. There are however today uncertainties in how the 
concept is used for sandwich beams. According to DNV (2013a) only the inner skin is to be considered 
for the effective panel flange. The study of the effective flange width evaluates the consequences of this 
approach and demonstrates that it is more important to consider the effective flange width of the outer 
skin compared to the inner skin. As for the structural comparisons, the reader is referred to Appendix E 
for details regarding the analysis. The most important findings are presented here and can be read 
independently of the Appendix.   
 

5.1 DESIGN ACCELERATION LEVELS 

 
Seeing as how the formula most commonly used today, Savitsky & Brown (1976), is based on limited 
experiments conducted with simple monohull forms and at a time when computerized data sampling 
wasn’t available it is concluded that new modern simulation techniques, e.g. non-linear strip methods, 
combined with a more representative selection of hull shapes is both realizable and needed today. 

5.1.1 Scope and limitations of this study 

This study will be limited to a re-evaluation of the work done in Fridsma (1971) by comparing new tests 
that used similar hull shapes but with modern simulation techniques, Razola (2013). In the end this study 
aims to clarify the limitations of the Fridsma trials. In addition this study shall also result in a road map 
describing how DNV GL can continue in their endeavour towards reaching a better and more accurate 
acceleration prediction formula. 

5.1.2 Limitations of the Original Fridsma trials 

The original trials relied on only a few variations of a basic hard chine hull shape. The run time for each 
simulation was limited by the range of the towing tank and only 75 to 100 wave encounters could be 
measured per run. The sea spectra used in the towing tank was a Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, which 
assumes a fully developed sea state and is only defined through its significant waveheight. 
  
In this chapter the number of wave encounters, together with the exponential distribution assumption, 
and the selection of sea spectra will be under review. With results gathered from Appendix D. 

5.1.3 Convergence of statistical measures for acceleration peaks 

In Fridsma’s trials only 75-100 wave encounters where measured for each running condition. While 75 
encounters could be considered as an adequate data pool for predicting the average acceleration, the more 
extreme measures such as the average of the 1% highest accelerations would then not even consist of one 
wave encounter. Fridsma circumvented this problem by assuming an exponential distribution that only 
relies on one parameter, namely the average acceleration. In Figure 5 the convergence report of one 
simulation conditions is shown.  
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5.1.4 The assumption of the exponential distribution 

To investigate the exponential distribution the acceleration peaks where sorted by magnitude and collected 
in 50 equally spaced bins, the results of which can be seen in the histogram of Figure 6. 

  
The simulation data clearly show that the exponential distribution has a higher percentage of high 
acceleration values and a lower percentage of low acceleration values compared to the simulation results. 
This means that the exponential distribution can be expected to over-predict, or give conservative 
measures of, the average of the higher quantile of the peak accelerations. 

5.1.5 Wave-period dependence 

While Fridsma’s trials were all conducted in a sea state with a PM-spectra formulation that is only defined 
by the significant wave-height, the simulation results in Appendix D where taken with varying wave 
periods for different significant wave heights, see Figure 7.  

Figure 6 Peak acceleration distribution for one running condition 
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Figure 5 Convergence report from one simulation condition 
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PM Spectra: 1.6 [s] 

Figure 7  Wave-period dependence for mean acceleration levels, model 
scale 

 
Apart from the general criticism that 
the PM-spectra assume a fully 
developed sea state that is not 
representative for the operating 
conditions of HSLC, Figure 7 indicates 
that the PM-spectra produce lower 
estimates of the acceleration levels 
than those which could be expected 
for the worst intended conditions. 
 
Wave period dependence is only 
checked for one wave height and only 
by four variations of the mean period. 
If a more substantial conclusion is to 
be had, more conditions need to be 
checked and preferably with more 
variations than four periods to get a 
better resolution of a possible 
resonance peak. 

5.1.6 Semi-empirical formulae vs. simulation data 

The simulation data for the average of the 1/100th highest acceleration peaks can be evaluated against the 
design formula of DNV, GL and the original Savitsky and Brown (S&B) expression. The result of such a 
comparison is shown in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8 Design accelerations compared 

 
In most cases it can be seen in Figure 8 that GL design acceleration are on the conservative side while 
DNV tends to under predict the measured values. As described in 4.1.5, one reason for this could be the 
under predicted mean acceleration levels due to the PM-spectra formulation.  
 
Another reason for the fluctuating behaviour of the DNV formula is of course the inherent inaccuracy of 
the original Savitsky and Brown formula, which for mean acceleration levels show an accuracy of ±0.2g, 
Appendix D, result D2.3. When the S&B formula is scaled up to the average of the 1/100th highest 
acceleration peaks this accuracy is instead almost six times higher (±1.2g), assuming an exponential 
distribution. This is likely the reason for the DNV estimates to sometimes over predict and sometimes to 
under predict the true values. For more explanation and discussion of these results please go to Appendix 
D.  
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5.2 EFFECTIVE FLANGE WIDTH FOR SANDWICH BEAMS 

 
The concept of effective flange width is commonly used within hull structural design in order to enable 
the use of simple beam theory for evaluating beam designs in complex plate fields. It is well established 
for both metallic structures and single skin composite structures. There are however uncertainties among 
classification societies and designers regarding how it should be used for sandwich structures. As it is 
today in DNV (2013a), only the inner skin of a sandwich panel is to be considered for the effective flange. 
That means that the outer skins contribution to the beam stiffness and strength is neglected. The effective 
width for the inner skin is calculated according to (1) which means that it is dependent on the ratio 
between the elastic- and shear modulus and the panel aspect ratio.  
 b刀唐唐b = 11+3.3EG岾b2l峇2         (1) 

 
It is well known that both skins are active in bending. It is however unknown how much the outer skin is 
actually contributing as effective flange. This study aims to demonstrate how effective the outer skin is in 
relation to the inner skin. The study does not solve all uncertainties regarding the effective flange width 
for sandwich beam, but it is a foundation for further studies towards a general formula for how the 
effective flange width should be treated for sandwich beams. A summary of the main findings in the study 
are presented here. For details regarding the concept of effective flange, studied beams and the analysis in 
general, the reader is referred to Appendix E. 
 
The approach in this study has been to analyse how the effective the skins are in relation to each other 
based on different design parameters: 
 

- panel aspect ratio, (l/b) 

- ratio between the laminates elastic- and shear modulus, (E/G) 

- core thickness (tc) 

- core material, (ρc) 

The effective flange width was originally mathematically defined by Schade (1951) according to 
 決勅捗捗 = ∫ ���岫槻岻弐0 鳥槻��尼�          (2) 

 
where σxx are the stresses parallel to the stiffener. It is however demonstrated in Ghelardi (2014) that it is 
for composite structures can be favourably to work in terms of strains when it comes to composite 
structures. Following the work done by Ghelardi (2014) the effective width will in this study be defined as 
 決勅捗捗 = ∫ ���岫槻岻弐0 鳥槻��尼�          (3) 

 
In order to evaluate how the effective width of the skins is affected by different design parameters, an FE-
model have been set up for a typical stiffened sandwich panel that can be found in the bottom structure of 
high speed craft. Figure 9 shows what a typical cross-section (GL2012b) looks like for a sandwich panel 
with a top-hat stiffener, and how it is simplified for FE-analysis.  

 
Figure 9 A typical cross section for a panel with a top hat stiffener (left) GL(2012b) and the simplified cross-section (right) used 
in this study. 
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There are different alternative to model a sandwich structure using a finite-element program (ABAQUS is 
used in this study). It is possible to use solid-elements, shell-elements or a combination of them. One of 
the benefits of using solid elements is that they can give a better representation of transverse shear stresses 
in the core. Shell-elements has however been considered to give a sufficient representation of the studied 
sandwich beam and has therefore been used in this study. Using shell elements means that there is only 
one element in the thickness direction and ABAQUS will calculate the properties of the section (bending- 
and shear stiffness) according to sandwich theory with the thin faces assumption.  
 
Before going in the FE-analysis, the consequences of only considering one skin as active are 
demonstrated. By only considering one skin as active, the load carrying capacity is reduced. In Figure 10 
the stresses calculated analytically have been normalized with the stresses obtained from the FE-analysis. 
As Figure 10 shows, the stresses are as expected overestimated for the inner skin and the top flange.  It is 
however only the stresses in the top flange that are of interest in this case. When designing the sandwich 
panels that are to be situated in the bottom structure of a high speed craft, the panels are designed before 
the stiffener. The inner skin has thereby already been considered and designed to be able to withstand a 
certain design load. It is when the stiffener with its web and top flange that is important to consider shear 
lag and the concept of effective flange. As Figure 10 shows the stresses in the top flange are calculated 
with good accuracy even though only the inner skin is considered as active.     
 

 
Figure 10 Stresses in the inner skin and stiffener top flange according to the current approach. 

For the purpose of evaluating the whole cross-section shown in Figure 10, the stresses can be calculated 
according to  
 � = �∙帳∙佃帳� = �∙帳∙佃帖          (4) 

 
where M is the applied bending moment over the beam, E the elastic modulus of the skin laminates, z 
distance from the element to the neutral axis, and D is the bending stiffness. The bending stiffness is 
dependent on the effective width of the skins. By applying the same effective width calculated according 
to (1), the stresses are overestimated according to Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Stresses over the cross-section for beams with different aspect ratios and different aspect ratios between the elastic- 
and shear modulus of the skin laminates. 

By instead of applying the effective 
width for the inner and outer skin, it is 
believed that it is possible to get a 
analytical solution that corresponds 
better with the FE-results. In order to 
get the actual effective flange widths of 
the inner- and the outer skin the 
presented FE-analysis is performed. 
Two example of the strain distribution 
are presented here, see Figure 12 and 
Figure 13.  
 
Figure 12 and Figure 13 shows what the 
strain distribution looks like at midspan 
and at the boundary for a beam with 
fixed boundary conditions. The plots 
shows that the inner skin experiences 
more shear lag than the outer skin, both 
at midspan and at the boundary. The 
effective width is then calculated 
according to (3). The calculated 
effective widths for the presented 
example are given in Table 4 together 
with the effective widths calculated for 
other analysed beams.  
 
In this analysis the effective width has 
for all cases been calculated by 
integrating over the whole plate width. 
Figure 12 does however show that there 
is a change in sign for the strains at b = 
200 mm and b = 1000 mm. After these 
points there is no longer strains due to 
bending of the stiffener, it is instead 
strains that comes from pure plate 
bending. A more correct approach 
would have been to integrate only over 
the compression region (or tension 
depending on if the analysed cross 
section is at midspan or boundary).  
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Figure 12 Strain distribution at midspan 

Figure 13 Strain distribution at boundary 
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The consequences from integrating over the whole cross-section has however been considered to not 
affect the actual effective width to a large extent. Due to this, and in order to ease the handling of the data 
files from the FE-analysis, it was decided to integrate over the whole plate width.  
 
Table 4 Effective width for inner- and outer skin. 

l/b be,inner [mm] be,outer [mm] be,outer- be,inner [mm] 

Midspan 
2 326 781 460 
4 565 754 606 
6 577 660 586 

Boundary 
2 202 616 416 
4 324 603 279 
6 376 561 185 

 
Table 4 presents the calculated effective widths for a selection of the analysed beams in the study. It can 
be seen that the effective width of the outer skin is consequently bigger than the outer skin. The 
difference is most significant for beams with a short aspect ratio (which is typical for sandwich panels in 
high speed craft). By using the actual effective width for each skin and again analytically calculating the 
stresses according to (4), it is as expected possible to get a better correspondence with the FE-results, see 
Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14 Stresses calculated analytically normalised with results obtained from the FE-analysis. 

 
It is clear that the concept of effective of effective flange for sandwich beams is a complex topic. This 
study does not resolve all the problem of determining how the effective flange should be treated for 
sandwich beams. The study does however demonstrate how effective the skins are in relation to each 
other, and how the effective width is affected by different design parameters. It can be seen that the 
consequences of only considering one skin as active are not too severe. Further studies are however 
necessary in the endeavour towards more energy- and cost efficient beam designs. By calculating stresses 
more accurate the risk of building beams unnecessary stiff or strong is reduced.  
 
Further studies are recommended to evaluate the case of simply supported beams and also to evaluate 
how the beam deformation is affected by the effective flange width.  It is fair to assume that the 
deformation just as the stresses will be overestimated. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
As seen in the Executive Summary, a completely harmonized rule set is not achievable since the first step, 
the design acceleration, has been found to be very different between the two legacy rule sets. For the 
design pressures and resulting structural requirements there should be no main concerns by adopting one 
rule set or the other. For set design acceleration very similar hulls would be achieved. This means that by 
adopting DNV rules customers from GL should not need to worry, rather they will get an improved 
speed restriction. But choosing one rule set over the other should not mean that the development is done. 
In this part the main findings of both the rule comparison and recommendation for future rule updates 
are listed. 

6.1 RULE COMPARISON 

 
– For a given design acceleration current DNV and GL rules follow the same levels of design 

pressures. It can thus be concluded that there are no differences in design pressures for the 

bottom structure that can explain the more restrictive operational envelopes of GL. In practice 

this means that heavier craft are to be expected as designed through legacy GL HSLC rules. A 

possible exception for this are large craft designed with 1g from both legacy rule sets, where as 

shown in the reduction factor comparison, legacy GL reduces the bottom design pressure up to 

10% more than legacy DNV.  

 
– There are many similarities between the structural requirements stipulated by DNV and GL. Both 

rule sets are developed from well-established theories and differences that occur are to a large 

extent due to the fact that different design pressures are used. Allowable stresses can differ 

between the two rule sets depending on the alloy and is recommended to revisit and see how 

material properties are defined in order to make sure they are up to date. However, for merging 

the two rule sets it is a question of how formulas for stresses and deflections should be 

formulated. The coefficient that account for plate curvature (GL) and the boundary condition 

partially fixed (DNV) are details that are recommended to be brought from the old rules in to the 

new DNV GL rule set. 

 

 

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RULE UPDATES 

 
– For the design acceleration; a revisit of the old model trials of Fridsma (1971) is recommended. 

The old trials have been shown to generally give too low estimates, as presented in Appendix D. 

At the same time the assumption of the exponential distribution is shown to be inadequate, giving 

too high measures of the 1% statistics in relation to the mean acceleration levels. New trials 

should make sure to evaluate the acceleration peaks in the worst possible condition. The main 

concern raised in Appendix D lies in the choice of sea-state formulation, where the 

parameterization of the wave period is shown to be crucial. If any further developments are to be 

made the method for acceleration peak identification also needs to be reviewed and standardised. 

 

– The running trim angle is shown to be important when predicting the vertical acceleration levels 

and should be added to the current rule formulation of DNV (2012). In Part 4.1 this can be seen 

by comparing S&B1% (which includes trim angle) and DNV (which excludes trim angle) 

acceleration levels to the simulation data. 
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– Apart from the further development of the semi-empirical formula it is also recommended that 

the current Savitsky and Brown (S&B) formula should be limited to the acceleration prediction of 

monohulls; while a new study should be done for the validity of using S&B’s design acceleration 
for catamarans. Other special craft, or multihulls, should be assessed according to prior 

experience by building a comprehensive database of built ships, damage statistics and full scale or 

model trials. 

 

– It is demonstrated that the effective width of the outer skin is bigger than the compared to the 

inner skin. Further studies are recommended in order to continue the work towards an improved 

method where both skins are considered in the idealisation of sandwich beams. It is a complex 

subject and a recommended approach is to perform a regression analysis with the aim of finding a 

semi-empirical formula. One idea is that the equation used for the effective flange width used 

today can used for sandwich beams, but to be tuned with a correction factor that is dependent on 

the core thickness. 
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APPENDIX A – DESIGN LOADS COMPARED 
 
In this review of design loads six different hull configurations are assessed according to DNV (2012), GL 
(2012) and DNV RP (2008) rules for High Speed Crafts. The six ship types will be assessed for relevant 
design loads in the bottom structure along three different cross-sections per craft. Ships with length 
greater than 50 m or of SWATH hull type will also be calculated for global hull girder strength. Following 
this report the structural requirements for all six ship types will be assessed for the mid-ship bottom cross 
sections. 

A1. SCOPE OF HIGH SPEED CRAFT RULES 

The ships that are classed as HSLC (High Speed Light Craft) have to fulfil certain criteria. Some general 
definitions employed by DNV and GL are given below. In addition to these both classification societies 
follow the HSC-code as established by IMO (2008). Both light craft and high speed crafts are covered by 
DNV’s HSLC-rules. 
 
 

Table 1 High Speed and Light Craft definitions 

Part 1 Chapter 1 Section 2 A100 DNV  

Light craft: 
 ∆判 岫ど.なぬ L ⋅ B岻怠.泰 
 

∆, L and B are the crafts displacing mass [t], length 
[m] and moulded breadth [m] respectively 

High speed: 
 V 半 ば.なは ⋅ ∆待.怠滞滞胎(1) 
 

where V is the craft speed in knots 

(1) At the same time as: 
 V陳�掴 半 にの kts 
 

  

Part 3 Chapter 1 Section 1 
C1.3.4.30 

GL  

High speed: 
 V 半 ぬ.ば ⋅ ∆待.怠滞滞胎 
 

where V is the craft speed in m/s 

 

A2. DESIGN ACCELERATION 

 
The formulae in Table 2 give the minimum design accelerations allowed for by the respective classification 
societies, DNV (2012), GL (2012). 
 

Table 2 Expressions for minimum design vertical accelerations at CG 

Pt.3 Ch.1 Sec.2 B200 DNV 2012 Definitions 

�算賛 = 
�√詣 ⋅ ぬ.に詣待.胎滞 ⋅ 血直 ⋅ 訣待 

 
Design vertical acceleration at CG, 1% 
probability of being exceeded in worst 
intended condition of operation 

 
Where 

讃賛 = 

 R0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5-R6 
Passenger N.A 1 1 1 1 0.5 
Car Ferry N.A 1 1 1 1 0.5 

Cargo 4 3 2 1 1 0.5 
Patrol 7 5 3 1 1 0.5 
Yacht 1 1 1 1 1 0.5 

 

Acceleration 
factor 

惨√鯖 = 
 
Need not be taken greater than 3 
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Pt.3 Ch.1 Sec.3 C3.3.1.1 GL 2012 Definitions 

�算賛 = 

 潔張聴寵 ⋅ 潔眺� ⋅ �√詣 

 

Corresponds to the average of the 1 per 
cent highest accelerations in the most 
severe sea conditions expected, in 
addition to the gravitational acceleration. 

Where   

算殺傘察 = 

 

Passenger, 
Ferry, Cargo 

Supply Pilot Rescue 

0.24 0.36 0.5 0.6 

 
Service type 

factor 
 

算三撒 = 
Unlimited RSA 200 RSA 50 RSA 20 RSA SW 

1.00 0.90 0.75 0.66 0.60 
 

 
Service range 

factor 
 
 

 
Neither classification society allows for higher than 1g as design vertical acceleration for passenger, car 
ferry or cargo ships as established in the HSC-code, IMO (2008), without special provisions (e.g. shock 
dampened seats). 
 
As stated the values in Table 3 are only used as a minimum requirement and the true value is chosen after 
some specific speed and wave height combinations are extracted from the operational envelope. In DNV 
rule proposal from 2008 this minimum requirement is completely omitted and the operational envelope is 
then the only ruling expression for design vertical accelerations at LCG except for a general minimum 
requirement of 1g for all HSLC. 

A3. OPERATIONAL ENVELOPE 

Determining operational envelopes for HSC gained ground after research was done by G. Fridsma in the 
early 1970’s, Fridsma (1971). Fridsma studied rough water performance of planing crafts through the use 
of model trials in a fast towing tank. Continuing on the work by Fridsma, Savitsky-Brown (1976) 
developed a semi-empirical expression for vertical acceleration at CG based on a design sea state and 
some of the craft’s main parameters. It is the same Savitsky and Brown-formula that DNV has 
incorporated in its current rules with some minor modification, DNV (2012). Germanischer Lloyds has 
instead of the Savitsky and Brown formula chosen to rely on the equation of motion for displacing craft 
and scaled those to suit their HSLC-fleet. The classification expressions are shown in the Table 3 on the 
next page.  
 
For the example craft presented in Appendix F the goal has been to match operational profiles so they get 
the same maximum speed in the same maximum waveheight and from this requirement the design 
accelerations from DNV and GL are decided. The design acceleration is later going to influence the 
bottom slamming pressure levels, and higher design acceleration values will in general demand heavier 
craft bottom structure. 
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Table 3 Design vertical acceleration and sea state restriction 

Pt3Ch1Sec2 B200 DNV 2008/2012 Definitions and Background 

When V/√L ≥ 3  

�算賛餐 = 
�ℎ訣待なはのど  ̇ 峭 �聴�稽��態嶌 (のど − 紅頂直匪 蛮�� √詣⁄ )態 詣 ⋅ 稽��態態∆  

Average of the 1/100th highest 
accelerations for the design sea state. 
5.7 times the average calculated 
according to Savitsky-Brown eq. [25] 
(1976). 
 

Modified Savitsky-Brown (1976) 

When V/√L < 3 �算賛餐 = は ⋅ �聴�詣 (ど.ぱの + ど.ぬの ⋅ ��√詣) ⋅ 訣待 
Design acceleration for lower speed 
to length ratios. 

Where  

暫酸 
 

= 
 

Monohull, catamaran = 1.0 

Hull type factor 
 

DNV(2012) 

Wave piercer = 0.9 
SES, ACV = 0.8 
Hydrofoil = 0.7 
SWATH 

 
= 
 

0.7 
 殺傘 = Significant wave height  Mean of 1/3 highest waves 

Pt3Ch1Sec3 C.3.3.1.3 GL 2012 Definitions and Background 殺傘 = など.ひ ⋅ �寵弔 ⋅ 計頂�痛 ⋅ 計張計庁態  
Wave height envelope as function of 
craft speed, design acceleration and 
main dimensions. 

Where 皐算�嗣 = な + 稽頂鎮 − �鎚陳詣  

 

≥       1.0 for catamarans; 
=       1.0 for monohulls and trimarans 刷算残 = Distance between centre lines between the hulls of catamarans 殺史仕 = Maximum allowable wave height, above which the craft must seek shelter (at slow speed) 皐殺 = 計待.戴泰 ⋅ √( な計態 − ど.なな)態 + な  

Modified equations of motion for displacement 
craft developed by K. Kuhlman, GL (2012)  

皐 = 計庁 計脹⁄  皐擦 = 
ぬ.にぬ詣 (に.ねぬ ⋅ √詣 + �掴匪  

皐参 = √ね.は ⋅ 畦栂椎∆ √�寵弔 詣⁄   冊始使 = area of water line  姉察札 = distance [m] from aft perpendicular  

 
In Figure 1 the resulting restriction curves, calculated through the equations shown in Table 3, are 
visualised through 4 example crafts scaled to different lengths. Here the DNV low speed curve 
corresponds to the non-planing mode and the high speed curve starts to apply at Froude numbers of 0.5, 

or V √L⁄ =ぬ, DNV (2012). 
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A3.1 RANGE OF APPLICABILITY OF SAVITSKY & BROWN (1976) 

It is important to note that the original model trials upon which Savitsky and Brown based their semi-
empirical formula on are limited. The trials conducted in Fridsma (1971) used simple monohull, hard 
chine, planing hulls and there is nothing to support the inclusion of catamarans. In Table 4 the applicable 
design parameters for using the Savitsky and Brown formula are shown together with the example Craft as 
presented in Appendix F. The craft designs are later used as templates to compare design pressures and 
structural requirements.  
 

Table 4 Savitsky-Brown expression for craft accelerations in rough water, range of applicability 

S&B (1976)  ∆ 岫ど.な詣岻戴⁄   詣 稽⁄  �結�穴堅�嫌結  �鎚 稽⁄  
� √詣⁄  

Range 3.5 – 7.1 3 – 5 10 – 30 0.2 – 0.7 3.6 – 10.9 

Patrol 5.0 5.0 20.5 1.2 – 4.2 m 6.2 

Ferry 3.1 7.0 11.0 1.8 – 6.3 m 4.4 

Cat 4.4 6.6 15.3 1.0 – 3.5 m 6.1 

SWATH 9.8 4.8 20 1.0 – 3.5 m 4.6 

Transport 6.0 3.9 20 1.0 – 3.6 m 7.2 

Speed V in [knots], L & B in [m], �鎚 is the significant wave height [m] and displaced mass ∆ in [t] 

 
The catamaran hulls generally diverge from the range of applicability shown in Table 4, not only from 
being catamarans in general but because of the slenderness of their hulls. 

Figure 1 Generic sea-restriction curves from legacy DNV and GL rule for scaled example crafts with Loa from 20 m to 80 m. 
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A4. BOTTOM SLAMMING PRESSURE 

 
Both classification rules follow the Allen & Jones (1978) expression for determining the bottom slamming 
design pressure. One way of expressing the Allen & Jones semi-empirical formula would be to divide it 
into discrete design factors as presented in Razola (2013). The expression could then be understood as: 
  �帖 = 兼 ⋅ �寵弔 ⋅ 計�眺 ⋅ 計追勅鳥 ⋅ 計椎勅�賃 ⋅ 計鎮墜津直 ⋅ 計� 

Where; 計�眺 : Reference area factor; 計追勅鳥 : Pressure reduction factor, relating peak pressure to a design pressure; 計椎勅�賃 : Peak pressure factor relating mean pressure to peak pressure; 計鎮墜津直    : Longitudinal load distribution factor; and 計�         : Bottom deadrise factor  

  
The theory upon which the design factors presented in the Tables below are based upon will be stated in 
the right column. If the classification society for some reason has diverged from the theoretical 
background it will be stated as “modified”. Definitions for the different parameters will, if not stated 
otherwise, follow nomenclature for each individual classification society, DNV (2012), GL (2012). 
 
In Table 5 the design bottom slamming pressure employed by DNV is shown, shown in its explicit state. 
 

Table 5 Design factors in DNV 2012 (implicitly formulated in DNV 2012) 

Pt.3 Ch.1 Sec.2 C 201 DNV 2012 Theory 皐冊三 = な 畦追勅捗⁄  where, 畦追勅捗 = ど.ば ⋅ ∆ Tど⁄  Modified Spencer (1975) 

皐司蚕纂 = ど.なね ∙ (畦鳥 畦追勅捗⁄ 匪−待.戴
 

where: 畦鳥 ≥ ど.どどに ⋅ 劇 ∆⁄   for all 

structural members &  ≤ に.の ∙ 嫌態 for 
plating; and 畦追勅捗 = ど.ば ⋅ ∆ 岫券 ⋅ Tど岻⁄  

Koelbel (1995) 

皐使蚕�暫 = な ど.なね⁄   Allen & Jones (1978) 

皐残伺仔賛 = 

 

Longitudinal distribution factor, 
Modified Allen & Jones (1978) 

皐� = 
のど − 紅掴のど − 紅頂直 

Correction factor for local deadrise angle 
forward of center of gravity. 

DNV (2012) 

�拶 = 兼 ⋅ �寵弔 ⋅ 計�眺 ⋅ 計追勅鳥 ⋅ 計椎勅�賃 ⋅ 計鎮墜津直 ⋅ 計�  

 
Table 6 shows the new design bottom slamming pressure proposed in 2008 by DNV.  
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Table 6 Design factors in DNV proposal (implicit and explicit) 

Pt.3 Ch.1 Sec.2 C 201 DNV Proposal Theory 皐冊三 = な 畦追勅捗⁄  where, 畦追勅捗 =  ど.ば ⋅ ∆ T⁄  Spencer (1975) 

皐司蚕纂 = 

 ど.ねねの −  (ど.ぬの 峭�待.胎泰 − な.ば�待.胎泰 + な.ば嶌) 

 

where, u = などど ⋅ 津⋅��A�ef  券 stands for number of hulls 畦鳥 判 に.の ∙ 嫌態 for plating 

ISO-standard 

皐使蚕�暫 = な ど.なははば⁄  Modified Allen & Jones (1978) 

皐残伺仔賛 = Same as DNV 2012 

皐� = Same as DNV 2012    

�拶 = 兼 ⋅ �寵弔 ⋅ 計�眺 ⋅ 計追勅鳥 ⋅ 計椎勅�賃 ⋅ 計鎮墜津直 ⋅ 計� Where �寵弔  is measured in [m/s2] 

 

Table 7 shows the design bottom slamming pressure given by Germanischer Lloyds, GL (2012). 

 
From these tables it can be seen that DNV rule proposal is lowered by roughly 20% compared to current 
DNV rule due to the Kpeak factor. Further it can be seen that the main difference between current DNV 
and GL rules are the reduction factors Kred. This reduction factor will be reviewed in greater detail in the 
next chapter. 

Table 7 Design factors in GL 2012 (implicit and explicit) 
Pt.3 Ch.1 Sec. 3 C 3.5.3.2 GL 2012 Theory 皐冊三 = な 鯨眺⁄  where, 鯨追 =  ど.ば ⋅ ∆T Spencer (1975) 

皐司蚕纂 = ど.ねねの −  (ど.ぬの 峭�待.胎泰 − な.ば�待.胎泰 + な.ば嶌) 

where, u = などど ⋅ 嫌 S�⁄  ∆ might be taken as half of the 
displacement for catamaran hulls in 
the above formula, � = spacing ∗ span; and 

span 判 岫ぬ ∗ spacing岻 for plating 

 
≥ 0.50 for plating 
≥ 0.45 for stiffeners 
≥ 0.35 for girders 
 

ISO-standard. 皐使蚕�暫 = な ど.なね⁄  Allen & Jones (1978) 

皐残伺仔賛 = 

 

= 0.5 + x/L  
 
= 1.0  
 
= 3.0 – 2.5 x/L 
 
 
 

for x/L < 0.5 
 
for 0.5 ≤ x/L ≤ 0.8 
 
for x/L > 0.8 
 

Modified Allen & Jones 
(1978) 

皐� = 
ばど − 糠掴ばど − 糠頂直 

Correction factor for local deadrise angle 
forward of center of gravity. 

GL (2012) 

�拶 = 兼 ⋅ �寵弔 ⋅ 計�眺 ⋅ 計追勅鳥 ⋅ 計椎勅�賃 ⋅ 計鎮墜津直 ⋅ 計� Where �寵弔  is measured in [m/s2]  
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GL min. limit for 
Floors 

GL min. limit for Stiffeners 

GL min. limit for Plates 

A5. KRED – REDUCTION FACTOR 

 
As seen in the previous chapter reduction factors is where the differences between the semi-empirical 
expressions employed in DNV and GL’s classification rules are found. In Table 8 the reduction factors 
for the different example craft midship cross-sections will be presented. Design areas under consideration 
are presented together with the example craft in Appendix F. 
 

Table 8 Reduction factors compared 
 

Patrol GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 
Kred Panel ratio 0.93 0.98 0.95 

Kred Stiffener ratio 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Kred Frame ratio 1.16 0.97 1.21 

Ferry GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 
Kred Panel ratio 1.36 1.36 1.00 

Kred Stiffener ratio 1.17 1.17 1.00 

Kred Frame ratio 1.15 1.15 1.00 

Cat GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 
Kred Panel ratio 1.17 1.21 0.97 

Kred Stiffener ratio 1.17 1.17 1.00 

Kred Frame ratio 1.15 1.15 1.00 

SWATH GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 
Kred Panel ratio 1.22 1.05 1.16 

Kred Stiffener ratio 1.29 1.06 1.22 

Kred Frame ratio 1.35 1.00 1.35 

Transport GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 
Kred Panel ratio 1.11 1.13 0.98 

Kred Stiffener ratio 1.19 1.19 1.00 

Kred Frame ratio 1.30 0.85 1.52 

 
 
Range of the reduction factor 
depending on design area to 
reference area ratios is shown in 
Figure 2. For traditional metal 

structures 畦鳥 A�ef⁄  stays low but 
for sandwich structures this ratio 
is increasing. The original Allen 
& Jones expression was made 
with experimental data of 畦鳥 A�ef⁄  ratios ranging below 
0.05 above this value it is unclear 
what Allen & Jones based their 
curve upon (simulation or test 
data) according to Razola (2013). 
The maximum value of 0.05 also 
corresponds to the minimum 
limits imposed by GL upon the 
reduction factor, e.g. Kred > 0.35. 
 
So while the two reduction factors 
follow each other relatively well 

there is a difference for smaller 畦鳥 A�ef⁄  ratios of ±など% where GL (and DNV RP) reduces the pressure 
more than current DNV rule. The min/max requirements on design areas also differ between DNV and 
GL rule formulations. In addition to the design vertical accelerations it is this reduction factor that give 
rise to the bigger differences in the bottom design slamming pressures. 
 

Figure 2 Reduction factor according to DNV 2012 and GL 2012 
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A6. PD – DESIGN PRESSURE 

 
The final design pressures at longitudinal centre of gravity, calculated by matching service speed to the 
same desired maximum wave heights, are shown in Table 9 relative each other. Design areas and craft 
particulars are specified in Appendix F. 
 

Table 9 Design pressure ratios 

Patrol GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 �拶 Panel ratio 1.24 0.80 1.54 �拶 Stiffener ratio 1.34 0.84 1.60 �拶 Frame ratio 1.57 0.82 1.92 

Ferry GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 �拶 Panel ratio 1.08 0.91 1.18 �拶 Stiffener ratio 1.02 0.84 1.22 �拶 Frame ratio 1.00 0.84 1.19 

Cat GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 �拶 Panel ratio 0.92 0.79 1.15 �拶 Stiffener ratio 0.92 0.77 1.19 �拶 Frame ratio 1.00 0.84 1.20 

SWATH GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 �拶 Panel ratio 1.15 0.84 1.37 �拶 Stiffener ratio 1.20 0.84 1.43 �拶 Frame ratio 1.25 0.79 1.59 

Transport GL12 / DNV12 DNV08 / DNV12 GL12 / DNV08 �拶 Panel ratio 1.25 0.75 1.77 �拶 Stiffener ratio 1.39 0.80 1.75 �拶 Frame ratio 1.63 0.81 2.02 

 
 

A7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 
For most bottom structures a decrease of roughly 20% in the DNV rule proposal (RP 2008) requirement 
compared to that of either current DNV or GL rules can be seen in Table 9. 
 
For a fixed design acceleration the current DNV and GL rules follow the same levels of design pressure, 
as can be seen for the car ferry and the passenger catamaran in the table above (both are limited by their 
Passenger notation to a design acceleration of 1g). With these findings in mind and as shown in the rule 
expressions from Table 5 and Table 7 it can be concluded that there are no additional safety factors 
inherent in the design pressures that can explain the differences in required vertical accelerations at 
longitudinal centre of gravity. For the patrol craft there is a much larger design pressure calculated from 
the GL rules compared to that of DNV due to the larger acceleration value.  
 
As determined through the structural requirement comparison in Appendix B, the safety factors from 
both DNV and GL (2012) remain the same. In practice this means that heavier crafts are to be expected 
as designed through GL (2012) HSC rules, with the possible exception of large crafts designed with 1g 
from both legacy rule sets. It is shown in Figure 2 that for the large craft legacy GL rules reduce the 
bottom design pressure up to 10% more than legacy DNV. 
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APPENDIX B – STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS COMPARED (ALUMINIUM) 
 
This appendix presents a comparison of requirements and design methods for aluminium structures 
according to DNV and GL. The analysis considers DNV (2012b) and GL (2012). The aim is to evaluate 
similarities and differences between DNV and GL’s way to calculated structural requirements. Focus is on 
the structural requirements for plating, stiffeners and web frames in the bottom structure of high speed 
craft. The analysis starts with comparing DNV’s and GL’s equations to each other and finding the theory 
they are developed from. Sample calculations will follow in order to illustrate why there are differences 
between the two rule sets even though they are developed from the same theory. The loads that are used 
in the sample calculations are according to DNV (2012a) and GL (2012). 

1. PLATING 

Table 1 presents how DNV and GL calculate their requirements on plate thickness. The formula 
according to DNV is taken for plates exposed to slamming. DNV stipulates two other general thickness 
requirements (minimum thickness and bending). The slamming requirement is however considered to be the 
ruling requirement in most cases and is therefore considered here.  
 
Table 1 Thickness requirement according to DNV and GL. 

 
DNV 

 

 
GL 

 
Plate theory 

 建 = にに.ね ∙ 倦追 ∙ 倦� ∙ 嫌 ∙ √�鎚鎮√�鎚鎮  

 

 建 = にに.ね ∙ � ∙ 嫌 ∙ √ ���陳 

 
 � = にぱど ∙ � ∙ 欠態建態  

 倦追 = な, 倦� = 岾な.な − ど.にの ∙ 嫌健峇態
 

 � = √な.な − ど.の ∙ 岾嫌健峇態
 

 

 
 建態 = にぱど ∙ 欠態 ∙ �� 

 建 = にに.ね ∙ 倦� ∙ 嫌√�鎚鎮�鎚鎮  
 建 = にに.ね ∙ � ∙ 嫌 ∙ √ ���陳 

 

 建 = なは.ぱ ∙ 欠 ∙ √�� 

Assuming a plate with and aspect ratio of 1: 倦� = ど.ばに, � =  ど.ばば  建 = なは.ぬ ∙ 嫌√�鎚鎮�鎚鎮  建 = なば.に ∙ 嫌 ∙ √ ���陳 建 = なは.ぱ ∙ 欠 ∙ √�� 

 建��� ≈ 建�� 
 

 

 
As Table 1 shows, there are no major differences in how DNV and GL define their requirements on plate 
thickness for a panel subjected to slamming (assuming that the same design pressure is applied in 
respective formula). Assuming no plate curvature and that the allowable stress in DNV (σsl) is the same as 
in GL σam, the required plate thickness is expected to be the same for DNV and GL.  
 
Potential differences between the formulations can be boiled down to the correction factor accounting for 
aspect ratio of the plate field (ka in DNV and μ in GL). Common for both rule sets is that it maximum 
value is 1. The factor is defined slightly different in each rule set and in order to evaluate what effect this 
have on the plate thickness, the ratio of μ/ka is in Figure 1 plotted for different aspect ratios. Note that it 
is the ratio stiffener spacing (s) to stiffener span (l) on the x-axis. 
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Figure 1 Correction factor ratio as function of stiffener spacing/stiffener span. 

Figure 1 show that the correction factor according to GL is the same as for DNV up until s/l is 0.4. After 
that the correction factor for GL is bigger compared to DNV and the biggest difference occur for s/l = 
0.85 (μGL = 1.09μDNV).  
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2. STIFFENERS 

This section presents DNV and GL’s structural requirements on stiffeners. Requirements on section 
modulus and shear area are evaluated.   
 

2.1 Section modulus 

Table 2 presents how the minimum requirement on section modulus is calculated according to DNV and 
GL. With a requirement on the section modulus it is ensured that the yield stress is not exceeded when the 
stiffener is subjected to a bending moment. Assuming that the design pressure and the allowable stresses 
are the same for both rule sets, it is clear that DNV and GL basically calculates the section modulus 
requirement in the same way. The difference is within how the formula is expressed.  With the assumption 
of using the same design pressure and allowable stress, the section modulus calculated by DNV can be 
expected to be about 2% bigger than the one calculated according to GL. The comparison in Table 2 is 
for a stiffener with fixed boundary condition and a uniformly distributed load (m is dependent on 
boundary conditions and load distribution). 
 
Table 2 Minimum requirements on section modulus according to DNV and GL  

 
DNV 

 

 
GL 

 
Theory 

 傑 = 兼 ∙ 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ �鎚鎮�鎚鎮  

 

 傑 = などどど ∙ 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ �兼 ∙ ��陳 

 傑 = � ∙ などどど�  

 兼 = ぱの for continuous longitudinals 
 

 兼 = なに for continuous stiffeners �陳�掴 = 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ �なに  

 傑 = ぱの 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ �鎚鎮�鎚鎮  

 

 傑 = ぱぬ.ぬ 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ ���陳  

 傑 = ぱぬ.ぬ 健態 ∙ 嫌 ∙ ��  

 傑��� = な.どに ∙ 傑�� = 傑痛ℎ勅墜追槻  
 

 

 

2.2 Shear area 

Like the sections modulus formulations, the formulas for calculating required shear area are very similar 
for both rule sets. One noticeable difference is that DNV consider that supporting members contribute in 
taking the load, thus reducing (l-s) the load area. The minimum shear area requirements are presented in 
Table 3. The coefficient ks given in the theory column is the shear factor which is dependent on the 
boundary conditions. For a beam with fixed ends (or simply supported) and with a uniformly distributed 
load the reaction forces are equally big at both ends of the beam, which means that the shear factor is 0.5. 
It can be seen in Table 3 that the shear area calculated by GL is according to ordinary beam theory. The 
shear factor according to DNV is modified for structural items in the bottom structure of the craft. 
 
Table 3 Minimum requirement on stiffener shear area according to DNV and GL. 

 
DNV 

 

 
GL 

 

 
Theory 

 �鎚 = は.ば ∙ 岫健 − 嫌岻 ∙ 嫌 ∙ �鎚鎮�鎚鎮  

 

 �痛 = の ∙ 健 ∙ 嫌 ∙ ���陳  

 � = など ∙ 倦鎚 ∙ � ∙ 嫌 ∙ 健�  

 
An attempt to illustrate the differences between the formulations has been made by plotting how the 
minimum shear area requirement varies with changing stiffener spacing, see Figure 2. The stiffener span is 
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l = 1.2 m (right plot) which corresponds to the stiffener span that is used in the sample calculations later. 
In the plots it is assumed that the slamming pressure and shear area is the same in both formulas.  

 
Figure 2 Shear area requirement as function of stiffener span and spacing. 

 
Note that the stiffener span to spacing ratio on the x-axis in the plots in Figure 2 (and not the stiffener 
spacing). That means that the plots starts at a high stiffener spacing equal to the span and then decreases. 
Then as the ratio increases the shear area decreases. There are no limitations mentioned in the rules for 
when the formulas are applicable.  
 
What is interesting is that Figure 2 shows that for an aspect ratio of 1 the minimum required shear area is 
0. That is of course not reasonable, but a possible explanation could also be that for a squared plate the 
load will go out to the stiffer supporting members. The load will take the shortest way, but since the 
spacing equals the span, the load will be transferred direct to the stronger supporting transverse members. 
That does also mean that a possible interpretation of no required shear area is that there is no need for 
stiffeners.  
 
It should also be mentioned that DNV’s formulation is developed for structures subjected to slamming. 
The shear area requirement is in DNV Rules For Classification of Ships formulated differently and cannot be 
zero. 
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3. WEB FRAMES AND GIRDERS 

This section presents the structural requirements for web frames and girders. As for the stiffeners, focus is 
on the section modulus and the shear area.  

3.1 Section modulus 

Assuming that DNV and GL would apply the same design pressure and the same allowable stresses, it is 
clear according to Table 4 that they calculate the section modulus requirement in the same way. The factor 
m are in all expression the bending moment factor which is dependent on the boundary conditions and 
type of loading. 
 
Table 4 Minimum requirements on section modulus for web frames and girders.  

DNV GL Theory 
 傑 = 兼 ∙ 嫌態 ∙ 決 ∙ ��  

 

 傑 = などどど ∙ 嫌態 ∙ 決 ∙ �兼 ∙ ��陳  

 傑 = �� = 兼 ∙ 嫌態 ∙ 決 ∙ ��  

 兼 = などど 

 兼 = など, ��陳 = � 
 

 

 傑��� = 傑�� = 傑痛ℎ勅墜追槻  
 

 

 
Table 4 shows that DNV and GL calculate the section modulus for web frames and girders in the same 
way. Possible difference will be due to: 
 

- different design loads 

- different material requirements.  

The reader is referred to the sample calculations where these possible differences are evaluated further. 

3.2 Shear area 

As for the stiffeners shear area, DNV account for that supporting members are contributing to taking the 
load. The load area is therefore reduced (-ar) where a is the number of stiffeners between considered 
section and nearest support. The variable r is the average point load from stiffeners between considered 
section and nearest support. The coefficient ks in the theory column is again the shear factor which is 
dependent the boundary conditions and type of loading. Table 5 shows that the shear area according to 
GL is for a beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load with fixed ends (or simply supported). 
 
Table 5 Minimum requirements on shear area for web frames and girders. 

 
DNV 

 

 
GL 

 
Theory 

 �栂 = など岫倦鎚 ∙ 鯨 ∙ 決 ∙ � − 欠 ∙ 堅岻�  

 

 �痛 = の 鯨 ∙ 決 ∙ ���陳  

 � = など ∙ 倦鎚 ∙ � ∙ 鯨 ∙ 決�  

 

 
It is difficult to evaluate right away by looking at the formulas in Table 5, how the shear area requirement 
differs between DNV and GL. An attempt has however been made in the section with sample calculations 
where the shear area requirement are calculated for three aluminium vessels in order to illustrate where 
possible differences occur.  
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4. MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

The nominal allowable bending- and shear stresses are for stiffeners defined as (according to DNV): 
 �鎚鎮 = なぱど�怠   

 
where 180 is specifically for slamming loads (dynamic load). The allowable shear stress is defined as 
 �鎚鎮 = ひど�怠 

 
where the factor f1 is dependent on the material. It is defined as 
 �怠 = �捗にねど 

  
where σf  is the yield stress (not to be taken greater than 70% of the ultimate tensile strength. The allowable 
bending- and shear stresses according to GL are for stiffeners and web frames defined as ��陳 = ばど倦  

 
and ��陳 = ねの倦  

 
where k is a material factor. It is defined as 倦 = などど迎椎待,態′  

 
where Rp0,2’ is the minimum guaranteed yield stress of the parent metal in welded condition. That means 
that both DNV and GL defined their allowable stresses based on the yield stress. Differences do however 
occur due to how they defined their material factors. Table 6 presents the difference between DNV and 
GL for some typical alloys used for plating, stiffeners and web frames. Further on f1 and Rp0,2’ are taken 
for the welded condition. 
 
Table 6 Typical alloys used for plating. 

Alloy DNV GL GL/DNV 
f1 ┊sl Rp0,2’ k ┊am  

5083 0.6 120 125 0.8 118.8 0.99 
5086 0.42 84 100 1 95 1.13 
5383 0.64 128 145 0.69 137.7 1.08 

 
Table 7 presents the alloy 6082 commonly used for stiffeners and web frames.  
 
Table 7 The alloy 6082 commonly used for stiffeners and web frames. 

Alloy DNV GL GL/DNV 
f1 ┋sl Rp0,2’ k ┋am  

6082 0.48 43.2 115 0.87 51.72 1.20 

 
Table 6 and Table 7 shows that even though the allowable bending- and shear stresses are defined similar 
there are difference between them that occur due to how the material factors are defined. 
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5. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

The aim with this part of the report is to illustrate differences with the use of sample calculations. The 
analysed crafts are two catamarans (33 m and 64 m) and one patrol boat (20 m). For details regarding the 
analysed craft the reader is referred to Appendix F. The examples present minimum requirements for 
 

- Plate thickness 

- Shear area and section modulus for stiffeners 

- Web frame and section modulus for web frames. 

 
Plating 
The calculated design pressures that have been used are presented in Table 8 and the stiffener span and 
spacing is presented in Table 9. The aluminium alloys used are 5083 for the 33 m catamaran and the patrol 
boat. Alloy 5383 is used for the plating on the 64 m catamaran. 
 
Table 8 Design pressures for the analyzed vessels.  

 DNV [kPa] GL [kPa] GL/DNV 
Cat 107 98 1.16 
Ferry 173 186 1.075  
Transport 143 191 1.34 

 
Table 9 Stiffener span and spacing.  

 l [m] s [m] l/s 
Cat 0.750 0.245 3.1 
Ferry 1.2 0.235 5.1 
Transport 1.2 0.250 4.8 

 
The minimum required plate thickness has for each rule set been calculated according to Table 1 and here 
presented in Table 10. At first sight the difference in plate thickness seem to be rather minor. However, 
these small differences can of course have big influence for the total weight of the craft when all plates are 
adding up. 
 
Table 10 Minimum required plate thickness. 

  
DNV [mm] 

 
GL [mm] 

 

 
GL/DNV 

 
Cat 
 

 
5.2 

 
5.00 

 
0.97 

 
Ferry 
 

 
6.1 

 
6.1 

 
1 

 
Transport 
 

 
6.1 

 
7.1 

 
1.16 

 
Table 11 shows where the differences occur within the equations for required plate thickness presented in 
Table 1. The correction factor is for all crafts forced to be 1 by both DNV and GL. That means that for 
the vessels analysed here possible differences will be due to either (or both) different design pressures and 
allowable stresses. 
 
Table 11 Difference in specific  terms for the plate thickness. 

 �珊�  
������� 

������� 
TOTAL 

Cat 1 0.92 0.9896 0.97 
Ferry 1 1.075 1.076 0.999 
Transport 1 1.34 0.9896 1.16 
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Table 11 shows that the biggest differences occur due to different design pressures. It is worth to mention 
when it comes to the final design and production of the plating for a craft, a required plate thickness 
would of course be rounded up to the closest integer. That means that it is in these three examples only 
for the Transport boat in the sample calculations where it would be a difference in the design depending 
on if DNV’s or GL’s rules are considered. 
 
Stiffeners 
Table 13 presents sample calculations with section modulus for two catamarans and one mono hull. The 
used design pressures are according to Table 12. Further on alloy 6082 has been used for the stiffeners in 
all crafts. Table 13 presents the minimum required section modulus for the analysed crafts and Table 14 
shows where in the formulations the differences occur. 
 
Table 12 Design pressures for the stiffeners. 

 DNV [kPa] GL [kPa] GL/DNV 
Cat 107 98.4 0.92 
Ferry 173 177 1.02 
Transport 118 164 1.39 

 
Table 13 Minimum required section modulus for stiffeners. 

  
DNV [cm3] 

 

 
GL [cm3] 

 

 
GL/DNV 

 
Cat 
 

 
14.5 

 
14.0 

 
0.96 

 
Ferry 
 

 
57.6 

 
62.0 

 
1.08 

 
Transport 
 

 
41.8 

 
61.1 

 
1.46 

 
Table 14 Differences in specific terms for the section modulus. 

 83.3/85 ������� 
������� 

TOTAL 

Cat  
0.98 

0.92 0.93 0.96 
Ferry 1.02 0.93 1.07 
Transport 1.39 0.93 1.46 

 
Table 15 present the minimum required shear area for the vessels studied in the analysis and Table 16 
shows where the differences occur.  
 
Table 15 Minimum requirement on shear area for stiffeners 

  
DNV [cm2] 

 

 
GL [cm2] 

 
GL/DNV 

 
Cat 
 

 
2.05 

 
1.75 

 
0.85 

 
Ferry 
 

 
6.08 

 
4.82 

 
0.79 

 
Transport 
 

 
4.35 

 
5.54 

 
1.27 
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Table 16 Differences in specfik terms for the stiffener shear area. 

 珊��珊��� 
������� 

������� TOTAL 

(GL/DNV) 

Cat 1.11 0.92 
1.20 

0.85 
Ferry 0.93 1.02 0.79 
Transport 0.94 1.62 1.27 

 
In Table 16: 
 欠��� = は.ば岫健 − 嫌岻 
and 
 欠�� = の健 
 
Table 16 shows that for the biggest difference in required shear area for the catamarans occur due to the 
difference in allowable shear stress. That is however not the case for the patrol craft where the significant 
difference in design pressure results in a required shear area that is bigger for GL compared to DNV. 
 
Web frames and girders 
The design pressures used in the analysis are according to Table 17. 
 
Table 17 Design pressures for the analysed vessesl. 

 DNV [kPa] GL [kPa] GL/DNV 
Cat 51 61 1.19 
Ferry 117 117 1 
Transport 62 143 2.31 

 
The aluminium alloy used is 6082 which means that DNV’s allowable bending stress is higher than GL’s.  
Table 18 shows that the section modulus requirement is higher for the 33 m catamaran and the troop 
transport. It is realized that this is due to different design pressures (significant difference for the troop 
transport). On the 64 m catamaran, the design pressure happens to be the same in both rule sets. The 
difference in required section modulus is then instead affected by the different allowable bending stresses, 
see alloy 6082 in Table 7. Further on it is Table 19 illustrated where the difference occur when the section 
modulus requirement is calculated. The biggest differences occur due to different design pressures. 
 
Table 18 Section modulus requirement for web frames. 

 
Section modulus 

 
DNV [cm3] 

 

 
GL [cm3] 

 

 
GL/DNV 

 
Cat 
 

 
132 

 
150.4 

 
1.14 

 
Ferry 
 

 
660 

 
629.4 

 
0.95 

 
Transport 
 

 
427 

 
940.1 

 
2.20 

 
Table 19 Differences when calculating the section modulus. 

Section modulus ������� 
������� 

TOTAL (GL/DNV) 

Cat 1.19  
1.05 

1.14 
Ferry 1 0.95 
Transport 2.31 2.2 
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Table 20 presents the minimum shear area requirement for the web frames in the crafts. Table 21 shows 
where in the calculations the differences occur. The biggest difference is due to (except for the Transport 
boat) different allowable shear stresses. 
 
Table 20 Minimum shear area requirement for analyzed vessels. 

 
Shear area 

 
DNV [cm2] 

 

 
GL [cm2] 

 
GL/DNV 

 
Cat 
 

 
7.7 

 
7.2 

 
0.93 

 
Ferry 
 

 
33.9 

 
25.8 

 
0.76 

 
Transport 
 

 
20.1 

 
34.8 

 
1.73 

 
In Table 21 an attempt has been made to illustrate where the differences occur when the shear area is 
calculated. In Table 21 
  決�� = の鯨決 
and 
 決��� = など岫倦鎚鯨決� − 欠堅岻 = {倦鎚 = ど.はぬ} = は.ぬ鯨決� − など欠堅 
 
 
Table 21 Differences within the calculation of shear area requirements. 

Shear area 産��産��� 
������� TOTAL (GL/DNV) 

Cat 1.11  
1.198 

0.927 
Ferry 0.91 0.76 
Transport 2.07 1.72 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
There are many similarities in how DNV and GL calculate their requirements for structural members such 
as plating, stiffeners and web frames. It is clear that any differences between designing a plate, stiffener or 
web frame according to DNV or GL will be due to what design pressure is used or how the allowable 
bending- and shear stress is calculated. The differences in allowable stresses are due to how the material 
factors are defined in each rule set. 
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APPENDIX C – STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS COMPARED (FIBRE COMPOSITES) 
This appendix presents a comparison between DNV’s and GL’s structural requirements for single skin- 
and sandwich panels. A comparison of structural requirements for sandwich beams has intentionally been 
left out. The rule chapters that are compared are DNV (2013) and GL (2012). 
 
The first part describes how the allowable stresses and deflections for composite panels are defined (both 
for sandwich and single skin). In the second part it is compared how maximum stresses and deflections 
are calculated according to DNV and GL. In the final part an attempt has been made to illustrate possible 
differences by analysing three actual vessels.  
 
The analysed vessels are one SWATH and two patrol crafts. The analysed panels are situated in the 
bottom structure and close to mid-ship. Loads are calculated according DNV (2012) and GL (2012). 
 
 

1. ALLOWABLE STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS 

1.1 SANDWICH 

The allowable deflections (w) are for each rule set defined according to Table 1 where b is the shortest side 
of the panel and seff the in GL called effective span. That is the span of the panel that is considered to be 
effective to take up the major bending and shear loads.  
 
Table 1 Allowable deflections for a sandwich panel. 

DNV GL 
 �帖�蝶 = ど.どに決 
 

 ��� = ど.どな ∙ �勅捗捗  

  �勅捗捗 = 決 

 
 �帖�蝶 = に ∙ ���  
 

 
It shows that DNV allows for a panel deflection twice as big as for GL. Notable is that DNV changed 
from allowing a deflection that was 1% of the panel breadth to 2% of the panel breadth in 2003. The 
reasoning behind 2 % is not known more than it is for practical reasons to protect equipment from taking 
large loads transferred from the panels.  
 
The allowable shear stress in the sandwich core is defined according to Table 2 where τu in GL is the 
ultimate shear stress for the sandwich core material. It shows that DNV and GL apply the same safety 
factor for core shear failure (if  τu = τud).  
 
Table 2 Allowable shear stress in the core of a sandwich panel. 

DNV GL 
 �帖�蝶 = ど.ね�通鳥 
 

 ��� =  �通に.の 

 
 �帖�蝶 = ���(assuming �通鳥 = �通岻 
 

 
However, the allowable shear stress used by DNV is called the minimum ultimate dynamic shear stress of 
sandwich core material under slamming type load and it is defined as 
 �通鳥 = 計経繋 ∙ 潔穴 ∙ �通      (1) 
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where  
 潔穴 = 鳥槻津銚陳�頂 痛勅鎚痛 塚銚鎮通勅鎚鎚痛銚痛�頂 痛勅鎚痛 塚銚鎮通勅鎚 .     (2) 

 
This dynamic reduction factor is obtained by performing a four point bend (FPB) test.  The test is 
performed by first applying a dynamic load with a load rate giving a shear stress rate of minimum 65 
MPa/s. Then the same test is performed with a quasi-static load and the dynamic reduction factor is 
calculated according to (2). The maximum value for the dynamic reduction factor is 1.0. 
 
In previous work done by Uulas (2012) it is clearly demonstrated that a reduction factor above 1.0 could 
result in lighter panels with smaller core thickness. It is in Uulas (2012) suggested that a reduction factor 
above 1.0 could be justified with dynamic test better corresponding to actual slamming events.  
 
The allowable stresses in the skin laminates are similar for both rule sets. DNV does however stipulate 
their requirements in terms of stresses and GL in terms of strain. The maximum allowable stresses in the 
skin laminate are in DNV defined according to Table 3 where σnu is the ultimate tensile stress or the 
smaller of the ultimate compressive and the critical local buckling stress. 
 
Table 3 Allowable normal stresses in the skin laminate of a sandwich panel. 

DNV GL 
 �津 = �津通ぬ.ぬ  

 

 綱陳銚掴 = 綱津通ぬ  

 
With the stress-strain relation in mind it is clear that there is a difference of 10 % between the allowable 
stresses according to DNV and GL. DNV use their safety factor for all laminate materials. GL does 
however specify a maximum allowable strain of 0.0035 for E-glass and 0.0025 for “standard modulus, 
intermediate modulus or high strength carbon”.  
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1.2 SINGLE SKIN 

 
The allowable stresses in single skin panels are in both rule sets defined in the same way as for sandwich 
panels. The allowable deflection is however defined differently, where DNV stipulate their requirement in 
terms of the laminate thickness and GL in terms of the panels effective span. In this analysis the effective 
span equals the shortest side of the panel. The allowable deflections are defined according to Table 4 
where ボ is the laminate deflection factor with a maximum value of 2.0.  
 
Table 4 Allowable deflection for single skin composite panel. 

DNV GL 
 �帖�蝶 = 絞 ∙ 建 
 

 ��� = ど.どなの ∙ �勅捗捗  

 絞 = に.ど 

 �勅捗捗 = 決 

 
 �帖�蝶 = 絞 ∙ 建 = に ∙ 建 
 

 ��� = ど.どなの ∙ �勅捗捗 = ど.どなの ∙ 決 

 
 
Due to the fact that one formula uses the laminate thickness and the other one breadth of the panel, it is 
difficult to compare them right away. With sample calculations presented later it is however clear that 
DNV for the single skin patrol craft allow for a deflection almost 6 times the one deflection according to 
GL.  
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2. STRESSES AND DEFLECTIONS IN SANDWICH PANELS 
 

2.1 CORE SHEAR STRESS  

DNV and GL calculate the core shear stress for a sandwich panel in basically the same way. Their 
formulations are presented in Table 5. The shear stress is independent of boundary conditions. The 
coefficient Cs in Table 5 is chosen for core shear stress at midpoint of longest panel edge since it is where 
it will be highest. The coefficient ペ used by GL is dependent on the aspect ratio of the panel. The theory 
presented in Table 5 is valid for a panel aspect ratio of 3.0, see Zenkert (2005). 
 
Table 5 Shear stress in the core of a sandwich panel. 

DNV GL Theory 
 � = ど.のに ∙ � ∙ 決穴 系鎚 

 

 � = 繋町−陳銚掴建頂 + 建怠に + 建態に = 紘 ∙ �鳥 ∙ 嫌勅捗捗建頂 + 建怠に + 建態に  

 

 
 

 系鎚 = ど.ひな 
 

 嫌勅捗捗 = 決, 紘 = ど.の 

 
 

 � = ど.ねぱ � ∙ 決穴  

 

 � = ど.の �鳥 ∙ 決穴  

 � = ど.ねひぬ � ∙ 決穴  

 
The comparison shows that the core shear stress according to DNV, GL and the theory all corresponds 
well to each other. Differences will be due to that 
 

- different design pressures are applied. 

The reader is referred to 4.1 and 4.2 for sample calculations. 
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2.2 MAXIMUM STRESSES IN SANDWICH SKIN LAMINATES 

In order to compare the formulations for stresses and strains in the laminates it is necessary to have them 
written on the same form. This is simply done by using the stress-strain relation. In this comparison, 
DNV’s formulation for normal stresses in the laminates is rewritten in terms of strains according to Table 
6 where the coefficient ベ is chosen according to GL’s fixed boundary condition. Further on the boundary 
condition fixed edges is chosen for comparison reasons when calculating the strains according to DNV, see 
Table 6. DNV does otherwise have an alternative boundary condition partially fixed which account for edge 
restraint of rotation of the adjoining panels. By using the partially fixed boundary conditions the stresses 
are reduced.  
 
The coefficient rc is used by GL to account for possible plate curvature. Assuming that there is no plate 
curvature gives that rc =1.0. DNV does not account for plate curvature in their rules.   
 
Further on it is important to point out that DNV calculates a maximum stress based on an average E-
modulus for the skins. If a more detailed laminate calculation is deemed necessary after this first check, ply 
theory is applied. GL does on the other hand use this approach straight away and calculates the strains in 
each lamina. This does also mean that it is not possible to compare the strains directly to each other 
(except for the TTB200 where the skins are defined as one thick ply on each side of the core). The theory 
presented in Table 6 is can be found in Zenkert (2013) and is valid for a panel with fixed boundary 
conditions and a panel aspect ratio of 3.0. 
 
Table 6 Strains in the skin laminates. 

DNV GL Theory 
 �津 = なはど ∙ � ∙ 決態激 系津系怠 

 

  

 綱津 = なはど ∙ � ∙ 決態激 ∙ 継 系津系怠 

 

 綱 = 警長−陳銚掴 ∙ �継�  

 

 
 

 系津 = ど.ばどのば, 系怠 = ど.ばねはね (fixed) 

 警長−陳銚掴 = 紅 ∙ �鳥 ∙ 嫌勅捗捗態は ∙ 堅頂 

 

 
 

  綱 = 紅 ∙ �鳥 ∙ 嫌勅捗捗態 ∙ 堅頂 ∙ � ∙ などどどは ∙ 継�  

 

 

 
 

 紅 = ど.の, 堅頂 = な.ど, 嫌勅捗捗 = 決 

 

 

 綱津 = ぱね.ぬ 牒∙長鉄調∙帳  (fixed) 

 

 綱 = ぱぬ.ぬ 牒�∙長鉄∙佃帳�   

 綱津 = ぱぬ.ぬ � ∙ 決態 ∙ �継�  

 
Table 6 shows that the strains calculated in DNV can be expected to be about the same as according to 
GL. Differences in calculated strains will be due to: 

-  How the bending strength is calculated, な激 ∙ 継  & �継� 

where W equals the laminate thickness times the distance between the centroid of the sandwich faces.  
 

- that different design pressures are applied. 
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The reader is referred to 4.1 and 4.2 for sample calculations where the differences are further evaluated. 

2.3 PANEL DEFLECTION – SANDWICH 

The theory for a sandwich panel deflection is can be found in Zenkert (2005). Fixed boundary conditions 
are applied. In Table 7 w is the total panel deflection. The total panel deflection is according to sandwich 
theory the sum of the deflection due to pure bending, wb, and the bending due to shear, ws. 
 
Table 7 Sandwich panel deflection according to DNV, GL and sandwich theory. 

DNV GL Theory 
 � = など滞喧決替経態 岫系滞系腿 + 貢系胎岻 

 

 �陳銚掴 = 糠�鳥嫌勅捗捗替なに ∙ 継�勅捗捗  

 � = �長 + �鎚 

 経態 = 継建穴態に岫な − �態岻 

 

 糠 = ど.どにぱね, �鳥 = 喧, 嫌勅捗捗 = 決 �陳銚掴 = � 

 
Assuming a plate length to 
breadth ratio of ∞ and fixed 
boundary condition.  
 

 貢 = 講態経態など滞罫頂穴決態 

 

  �長 = ど.どどには 圏決替岫な − �態岻経  

 系滞 = なな.な, 系胎 = なに.ど, 系腿 = ど.ねは 
 

� = ど.どどにね 喧決替継�勅捗捗  �長 = {� = ど.ぬ} = ど.どどにね 圏決替継�  

 � =  など滞喧決替経態 岫の.な + なに.ど貢岻 

 

 
 

 �鎚 = ど.なににば 圏決態�  

 

 � =  態∙怠待6椎長4(怠−�鉄)帳痛鳥鉄 … 

 ∙ 岫の.な + なに.ど貢岻 
 

 � = ど.どどにね 喧決替継�勅捗捗  

 
 � = �長 + �鎚 

 
DNV and GL have different approaches when it comes to calculating the panel deflection for a sandwich 
panel. While DNV express the total deflection as the sum of deflection due to bending and shear, GL only 
consider the deflection due to pure bending.  
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2.4 CORE MATERIAL AND REQUIREMENT ON REINFORCEMENT 

It is in DNV for cross-linked PVC foam core materials exposed to bottom slamming loads specified that 
the material should normally have a density not less than 130 kg/m3. A designer is allowed to use a core 
material with lower density than 130 kg/m3, but it would results in an extended and more expensive 
design- and verification process.  
 
It is demonstrated with panel design examples by Uulas (2012) that there is nothing to support the 
restriction of not allowing core densities lower than 130 kg/m3. It is further pointed out that the 
regulation was written in the mid 90’s when the materials where very brittle. The development of core 
materials has however continued and resulted in improved properties. As pointed out in Uulas (2012) it is 
of great importance that, especially for the core material manufacturers, that the design rules stay updated.  
 
The amount of reinforcement in the skin laminates of structural sandwich panels are in DNV specified to 
normally not be less than: 
 激 ≥ 激待(な + �岫詣 − にど岻) for L > 20 m     (3) 
 
and 
 激 =  激待 for L ≤ 20 m.     (4) 
 
where W is mass of reinforcement, W0 is the minimum required amount of reinforcement and L is the 
length between perpendiculars. The parameters W0 and k are dependent on what fibre is used and where 
the panel is located. These requirements are formulated in the same way for single skin constructions.  
 
There is no corresponding requirement specified by GL.  
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3. SINGLE SKIN 
The expression for the maximum bending stress according to DNV is again rewritten into terms of 
strains. The strains are calculated based on laminate and plate theory. As in the case for sandwich panels, 
DNV calculate the maximum stresses based on an average E-modulus for the whole laminate while GL 
calculates the strains in each lamina. For comparison reasons it is in Table 8 assumed that a laminate built 
up by only one specific lamina. That means that the E-modulus will be the same for DNV and GL.  

3.1 BENDING STRESS – SINGLE SKIN 
Table 8 Bending stress according to DNV, GL and laminate theory. 

DNV GL Theory 
 � = 系戴 ∙ などどど 決態建態 喧 

 綱 = 警長陳銚掴 ∙ �継�  

 

 綱 = 警 ∙ �継�  

 系戴 = ど.の 

 警長−陳銚掴 = 紅 ∙ �鳥 ∙ 嫌勅捗捗態は ∙ 堅頂 

 

 警陳銚掴 = 喧 ∙ 決態なに  

 

 

 綱 = 紅 ∙ �鳥 ∙ 嫌勅捗捗態 ∙ 堅頂 ∙ �は ∙ 継�  

 

 綱 = 喧 ∙ 決態なに ∙ 建に継�  

  紅 = ど.の, 堅頂 = な.ど, 嫌勅捗捗 = 決, � = 建に 

 

 継� = 継建戴なに  

  継� = 継建戴なに  

 

 
 

 綱 = ど.の 決態継建態 喧 

 綱 = ど.の 決態 ∙ 喧 ∙ 建には ∙ 継建戴なに = ど.の 決態継建態 喧 

 

 綱 = ど.の 喧 ∙ 決態継建態  

 綱帖�蝶 = 綱�� = 綱痛ℎ勅墜追槻 

 

 
Table 8 shows that DNV and GL calculates the maximums strains in the same way. Differences will be 
due that  
 

- DNV uses an average E-modulus while GL evaluates every lamina 

 

- DNV have the boundary condition partially fixed as an alternative to simply supported and fixed. 

Using this boundary condition will reduce the stresses.  

 

- different design pressures are applied. 

For a more hands on comparison between the expressions the reader is referred to the sample calculations 
with a 30 m patrol craft. 
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3.2 PANEL DEFLECTION – SINGLE SKIN 

Just like for like for the strains analysis, it is possible to see that the maximum deflection for GL is taken 
according to laminate theory. The results in Table 9 are for a panel with fixed boundary conditions.  
 
Table 9 Single skin panel deflection according to DNV, GL and laminate theory. 

DNV GL Theory 
 
 � = 絞 ∙ 建 
 

 �陳銚掴 = 糠�鳥嫌勅捗捗替なに ∙ 継�勅捗捗  

 

 � = ど.どどにね 椎長4帳�  [2] 

 絞 = など苔 決替喧建替継系怠 

 

 
 糠 = ど.どにぱね 

継� = 継建戴なに  

 
 系怠 = ぬの 
 

 
 嫌勅捗捗 = 決, �鳥 = 喧, �陳銚掴 = � 

 

 

  継� = 継建戴なに  

 

 

 � = ど.どにぱは 喧決替継建戴 

 � = ど.どにぱね 喧決替継建戴 

 

 � = ど.どにぱぱ 喧決替継建戴 

 
Table 9 shows that DNV and GL calculates the deflection for a single skin panel in the same way. 
Differences will be due to that 

 

- DNV have the boundary condition partially fixed as an alternative to simply supported and fixed. 

Using partially fixed will lead to larger deflections. 

 

- Different design pressures are applied.  

The reader is referred to the sample calculation for a 30 m patrol craft for further comparisons. 
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4. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
 
This section will present some sample calculations in order to illustrate differences between the rule sets. 
The analysed vessels are one SWATH (24 m) and two patrol craft (20.05 m and 30.25 m). The SWATH 
and the 20.05 m patrol craft are sandwich constructions while the 30.25 patrol craft is a single skin 
construction. For further details regarding the craft the reader is referred to Appendix F. Before the 
calculations input data such as design pressure, plate- and material properties are presented.   
 
Table 10 presents the design pressures at mid-ship for the analysed vessels. There is no clear pattern in the 
ratios of the design pressures according to each rule set other than that GL is consistently higher. Table 11 
contains the stiffener span and spacing used for defining the load area 
 
Table 10 Design pressures for the analysed vessels. 

 DNV [kPa] GL [kPa] GL/DNV 
SWATH 87 100 1.15 
Transport S 143 179 1.10 
Patrol 270 335 1.24 

 

 
Table 11 Stiffener span and spacing. 

 l [m] s [m] l/s 
SWATH 1.9 0.475 4 
Transport S 1.6 0.6 2.7 
Patrol 1.2 0.250 4.8 

 

4.1 SWATH 

The first sample calculation considers a 24 m SWATH which has a bottom structure built up by stiffened 
sandwich panels. Material data for the analysed sandwich panel are presented in Table 12. The design 
loads are according to Table 10 and details for the load areas can be found in Table 11 as well as 
Appendix F.  
 
Table 12 Material data for the swath. 

 Material data - SWATH 
Material Ec [MPa] t [mm] εc [%] 

 
 

Outer skin 

E-Glass 0/90 20000 0.3 -1.20 
Carbon 0/90 53000 0.5 -0.68 

Carbon +/-45 12000 0.5 -0.67 
Carbon 0/90 53000 0.5 -0.68 
Carbon 0/90 56000 0.5 -0.68 

Core CoreCell M130 130 40 - 
 

Inner skin 
Carbon 0/90 56000 0.5 -0.68 

Carbon +/-45 12000 0.5 -0.67 
Carbon 0/90 53000 0.5 -0.68 

 
Table 13 and Table 14 presents the calculated stresses and deflections for the 24 m SWATH. The stresses 
in the skin laminates are according to Table 6 and the shear stresses in the core are calculated according to 
Table 5. Note that the stress-columns are divided into two columns, which represents [inner│outer-skin].  
 
The panel deflections are calculated according to Table 7.  Note that is basically only the shear stresses in 
the core that are directly comparable to each other. Especially note that the deflection calculated by DNV 
considers bending due to both pure bending and shear while GL only considers the pure bending part. 
The pure bending according to both rule sets is however later in this section compared to each other and 
the theory.  
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Table 13 Calculated stresses and deflections for the SWATH. 

Calculated stresses and deflections 
Material concept Normal stress, skin laminates 

[MPa] 
Stress core 

[MPa] 
Deflection 

 [mm] 
DNV GL DNV GL DNV GL 

Sandwich 70.3 46.4 71.9 48.7 0.76 0.93 4.2 1.3 

 
 

Table 14 Allowable stresses and deflection for the SWATH. 

Allowable stresses and deflection 
Material 
concept 

Stress in laminates, [MPa] Stress in core  
[MPa] 

Deflection  
[mm] 

DNV GL DNV GL DNV GL 
Sandwich 81.0 82.4 90.0 91.5 0.7 0.7 15.6 7.8 

 
The shear stresses for the SWATH according to DNV, GL and sandwich theory are presented in Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1 Core shear stress for the SWATH.  ����帖�蝶 = ど.ひぬど.ばは = な.にに 

 
As expected (based on the  equation in Table 5 and due to that GL uses higher design pressures compared 
to DNV) the highest shear stress is the one calculated according to GL. The question now is where the 
differences occur between DNV and GL. Starting with looking at the equation for the shear stress 
presented in Table 5, it is realised that by assuming the same design pressure, a difference between the 
shear stresses can be expected to be  
 待.泰待.替腿 = な.どね. 

 
The panel breadth (b) and the distance between the centres of the skin laminates (d) is of course the same 
for both DNV and GL. There is however a difference within the design pressures that for the SWATH is  
 喧��喧帖�蝶 = などどぱば = な.なの 

 
which means that the total difference ends up at 21 % (1.052∙1.149).  
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Since DNV calculate the maximum stresses on the basis of an average E-modulus for a whole laminate 
and GL calculates the stresses in each lamina, it is not relevant to compare them in the same way as for 
the core shear stress. An attempt for comparison here has instead been to evaluate at what load the 
maximum stresses and strains are exceeded according to each rule set. The first example will be with the 
SWATH, where stresses and deflection for a panel are presented in Table 13 and Table 14.  
 
In order to see to what load it is possible to load the panel according to each rule set, it is necessary to 
calculate the allowable stress (see Table 14). The allowable stress according to DNV is, as described earlier 
in Table 3 calculated according to 
 �津 = ど.ぬ�津通. 
 
The ultimate compressive stress is calculated according to 
 � = 継綱  
 
where the E is the average E-modulus for to whole laminate. It is calculated as 
 継掴 = ∑ 帳��痛�∑ 痛�   

 
where Exi and ti is the E-modulus and thickness for layer i. With input for the inner skin of the SWATH 
according to Table 12 the E-modulus is 40.4 GPa (compression). The worst strain is 0.67 % which results 
in an ultimate compressive stress of 270.6 MPa. With a knock down factor (KDF) of 0.3, the allowable 
stress in the inner skin of the laminate is 81.2 MPa. 
 

- Starting with applying the design pressure of 87 kPa it is with DNV possible to increase the load 

up to 100.2 kPa before the allowable stress is exceeded. 

 
GL does in general use the maximum strain criteria when evaluating the laminate. The principle of the 
max strain criterion is that the strains in each of the materials principal directions must be less than the 
respective ultimate strain [0]. GL have for typical standard modulus, intermediate modulus or high 
strength carbon specified the maximum allowable strain as 0.25%.  
 

- By performing the same procedure with applying an increasing load, it is possible to load the 

panel up to 170.3 kPa before the maximum strain is exceeded.  

 
Figure 2 presents the panel deflection for the SWATH due to pure bending. For comparison reasons the 
boundary conditions fixed is used when calculating the deflection according to DNV. In the DNV rule set 
there is otherwise a boundary condition partially fixed as mentioned in section 2.2.   
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Figure 2 Panel deflections due to pure bending for the SWATH. 

The ratio of the deflection calculated according to DNV and GL is  
 �長���長帖�蝶 = な.のひな.ぬぬ = な.にど 

 
which means that the deflection calculated by GL is 20% bigger compered to DNV. Of that 20% 
difference 15% is due to different applied design pressure, see Table 10. 
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4.2 TRANSPORT S 

Unlike the SWATH this transport boat can be used to compare the normal stresses or strains directly to 
each other as presented in Table 6. This is due to that the sandwich skin laminates are defined as one thick 
layer with it material properties and not as a stack built up by several laminas. Therefore DNV and GL’s 
way of calculating the maximum stresses and strains are comparable. Material properties for the analysed 
sandwich panel are presented in Table 15. Design loads for the analysis are according to Table 10 and 
details regarding the load area can be found in Table 11 as well as Appendix F. 
 
Table 15 Material properties for the patrol craft (20.05 m). 

 Material data – Patrol craft (20.05 m) 
Material Ec [MPa] t [mm] εc [%] 

Outer skin Carbon 38000 1.5 0.79 
Core PVC H130 175 20 - 
Inner skin Carbon 38000 1.0 0.79 

 
The stresses in the skin laminates are according to Table 6 and the shear stresses in the core are calculated 
according to Table 5. The panel deflections are calculated according to Table 7.  
 
Table 16 Calculated stresses and deflections for a patrol craft (20.05 m). 

Calculated stresses and deflections 
Material concept Normal stress, skin laminate [MPa] Stress core 

[MPa] 
Deflection 

 [mm] 
DNV GL DNV GL DNV GL 

Sandwich 204.2 136.1 247.6 167.7 1.9 2.5 9.99 5.3 

 
 
Table 17 Allowable stresses and deflection for the patrol craft (20.05 m) 

Allowable stresses and deflection 
Material concept Stress in laminate [MPa] Stress in core  

[MPa] 
Deflection  

[mm] 
DNV GL DNV GL DNV GL 

Sandwich 90 100 0.88 0.88 12 6 

 
The differences in calculated shear stresses according to each rule set and sandwich theory are presented 
in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Core shear stress for the Patrol boat (20 m). ����帖�蝶 = に.のぬな.ひに = な.ぬに 
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The difference is again due to different design pressures and the constant difference of 4%. The difference 
in design pressure is 喧��喧帖�蝶 = なばひなねぬ = な.にの 

 
which means that the total difference is 32% (1.252∙1.052). 
 
Moving on with looking at the normal stresses in the skin laminates. Looking back at Table 6 it 
demonstrated that based on if the same design pressure were used, the stresses according to DNV would 
be expected to 1.2% higher. If for example DNV’s design pressure of 143 kPa is applied in both the total 
difference is 1.6 % for the outer skin and 4.2% for the outer skin. It is  
 な激 ∙ 継  & �継� 

 
that is dependent on if it is the inner or outer skin that is analysed and it is probably here that the 
difference bigger than 1.2% arise.  
 
The difference in normal stresses according to the rule sets when the actual pressure is applied is however 
bigger than 1.2%. It is for the inner skin (as an example) 
 態替胎.滞態待替.態 = な.にな.  

 
That means that the normal stresses according to GL are 21% bigger compared to DNV.  The difference 
comes from that: 
 

- The constant difference in 
��帖�蝶 = 腿戴.戴腿替.戴 = ど.ひひ 

 

- Different design pressures are applied 
椎��椎呑�楠 = 怠胎苔怠替戴 = な.にの 

 

- Difference in bending stiffness 
�曇�迭軟曇=0.98 

 

This results in a total difference of: 
 罫詣経軽撃 = ど.ひひ ∙ な.にの ∙ ど.ひぱ = な.にな 

 
That means that it is due to the different design pressures that the calculated stresses are different between 
DNV and GL even though they both calculates the stresses and strains according to the same theory.  
 
Figure 4 presents the panel deflection due to pure bending for the patrol boat.  
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Figure 4 Panel deflections due to pure bending for the patrol boat. 

The difference in panel deflection for the patrol craft is: 
 �長���長帖�蝶 = の.にはね.にど = な.にの 

 
which means that the deflection due to pure bending calculated by GL is 25% bigger compared to DNV.  
Those 25% does in this case seem to be due to difference in design pressures. It is not clear why it is only 
the deflection due to pure bending that is considered by GL. By neglecting the shear part the panel 
deflections are greatly underestimated.   
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4.3 PATROL 

Next are sample calculations for the single skin patrol craft (30.25) presented. Material properties for the 
analysed panel are presented in Table 18. Design loads are according to Table 10 and details regarding the 
load areas can be found in Table 11 as well as Appendix F. 
 
Table 18 Material properties for the analysed patrol craft (30.25 m). 

 Material data 
Material Ec [MPa] t [mm] εc [%] 

E-glass  (7 layers) 20200 5 (7∙0.7) 1.44 
Kevlar  (11 layers) 22000 9 (11∙0.8) 0.42 
E-glass  ( 7-layers) 20200 5 (7∙0.7) 1.44 

 
Table 19 and Table 20 present the bending stress and the deflection of the panel. The boundary 
conditions are again fixed for both rule sets. Using the boundary condition partially fixed for the 
calculations according to DNV would results in a lower bending stress and bigger panel deflection.  
 
Table 19 Calculated stresses and deflections for a patrol craft (30.25 m). 

Calculated stresses and deflections 
Material concept Bending stress  

[MPa] 
Deflection 

 [mm] 
DNV GL DNV GL 

Single skin 76.6 66.4 1.9 2.4 

 
Table 20 Allowable stresses and deflection. 

Allowable stresses and deflections 
Material concept Bending stress  

[MPa] 
Deflection 

 [mm] 
DNV GL DNV GL 

Single skin 87.3 92.5 36.3 6.3 

 
 

As Table 19 shows, the difference in panel deflection is not as significant as for the sandwich 
constructions. The ratio of GL and DNV’s deflections is 
 栂��栂呑�楠 = 態.替怠.苔 = な.には. 

 
This difference is to a large extent the results of different design pressures. The design pressure according 
to DNV is 270 kPa and it is 335 kPa according to GL. That means that GL uses a design pressure that is 
24% bigger compared to DNV, which it is close to the total difference between the panel deflections.  
 
Table 19 shows that the maximum stress calculated according to DNV is about 14 % bigger compared to 
GL even though they apply a larger design pressure. Due to that DNV calculates the maximum and 
allowable stresses based on an average E-modulus the results indicates that the stresses are too high and 
that it would be necessary to strengthen the laminates. However, using GL more direct approach and 
analysing each lamina in the stack shows that it is not the case. Possible consequences are then by using 
the DNV rule set extra layers are added in order to strengthen the skin which creates a panel that is 
unnecessary stiff and strong.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
There are many similarities in how DNV and GL calculate laminate stresses and panel deflections. 
Differences are to a large extent due to that different design pressures are used. GL does in general 
calculate a design pressure that is larger compared to DNV.  
 
Clear difference between DNV and GL are: 
 

- DNV does not account for possible plate curvature when calculating laminate stresses. GL does 

however have a coefficient rc that accounts for plate curvature. The coefficient reduces the 

maximum bending moment which in turn reduces the maximum laminate stress. 

 

- GL do not specify a requirement for minimum amount of reinforcement in skin laminate of 

sandwich panels. Neither is there a requirement for single skin constructions. DNV does however 

stipulate a requirement for the amount of reinforcement, see equation (1). 

 

- DNV has in addition to the boundary conditions fixed and simply supported also the alternative 

partially fixed. GL uses either fixed or simply supported. 

 

- DNV considers both bending due to pure bending and due to shear. GL does on the other hand 

only calculate the pure bending. The allowable deflection according to DNV is 2% of the shortest 

panel span while it is 1% for GL. 
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APPENDIX D – FRIDSMA REVISITED 

 

D1 INTRODUCTION 

 
In the classification societies today (ABS, LR, BV, DNV and GL) speed restriction based on design 
vertical acceleration at LCG and the significant wave height are explicitly stated. This speed restriction 
curve is the first thing a boat designer needs to consider. A new High-Speed Light Craft (HSLC) hull is 
given its operational profile, i.e. at what sea-state and speed combinations the craft may operate in by 
these measures. 
 
The classification societies however use different measures for this speed, wave height and acceleration 
limit. While most classification societies follow a design semi-empirical formula established by Savitsky 
and Brown (1976), which in turn is based upon model trials conducted by Fridsma (1971), Germanischer 
Lloyds have instead chosen to rely upon equations of motion for displacing crafts scaled to suit HSLC. 
This shows that there are disagreements regarding what design accelerations should be used for 
classification purposes in the design of High-Speed Craft. 
 
The formula most commonly used today (Savitsky & Brown) is based on limited model experiments, with 
simple monohull forms. This study aims to show that new simulation techniques, e.g. non-linear strip 
methods, could perform efficient tests of acceleration response in HSLC and be used to re-evaluate the 
earlier model testing done in Fridsma (1971). 

D1.1 Overreaching goals 

– Propose a method for the determination of an updated speed-restriction semi-empirical formula 

for HSLC’s. 
– The new speed restriction formula shall be easy to implement for the classification societies in 

their existing rule sets and be based on design parameters readily available at an early stage in the 

design of the HSLC. 

– The new formula shall be able to incorporate more hull forms than previously. Catamarans 

should also be included due to their popularity among the HSLC fleet today. 

D1.2 The scope of this study 

This study will be limited to a re-evaluation of the work done in Fridsma (1971) by running new tests 
using the same hull shapes but with modern simulation techniques. 
 
In the end this study aims to clarify the limitations of the Fridsma trials and how an updated Fridsma data 
set could look like in terms of independent input variables and output data. In addition this study shall 
also result in a road map describing how DNV-GL should continue in their endeavour towards reaching a 
better and more accurate acceleration-prediction formula. 

D1.3 Method 

– In this study the regression analysis done by Savitsky & Brown (1976) will be recreated.  It could 

later be applied on new simulation data gathered by the Centre for Naval Architecture at KTH to 

benefit future studies. 

– Choose a selection of running conditions relevant to typical high-speed crafts, and as close as 

possible to those chosen in the original Fridsma trials, from Razola (2013).  

– Gather numerical simulation trials, where craft geometry, loading, speed, wave height and mean 

wave periods are independent input parameters from the Centre for Naval Architecture, KTH. 

– Present average acceleration together with 1/3rd , 1/10th and 1/100th highest averages and report 

root-mean-square deviations, skewness and kurtosis of response data. 
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– Analyse convergence for number of wave encounters to the statistical measures by plotting the 

statistics described above against number of identified acceleration peaks for each condition. 

– Evaluate the assumption of the exponential distribution for the peak accelerations by sorting the 

acceleration peaks in a histogram and superimposing the exponential distribution on top of it. 

– Evaluate wave-period dependence in order to find the worst possible sea state conditions by 

plotting mean wave period against mean acceleration levels. 

– Show a comparison of mean acceleration statistics to that of the semi-empirical measures of 

DNV, GL and Savitsky & Brown. 

D2. REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

 
While it is not completely certain by what method Savitsky and Brown used for their regression of 
Fridsma’s measurement data, the non-linearity of the problem suggests the need for a non-linear analysis. 
A method was then chosen according to relative simplicity. If the method would prove reliable much time 
would be saved instead of trying to figure out exactly by which methods where employed by Savitsky and 
Brown in 1976. 

D2.1 Setup 

First the inputs and measurements of the Fridsma (1971) trials are gathered in two different matrices. One 
matrix should include all the independent input parameters, length/beam, bottom deadrise angle, load 
coefficient, trim angle, speed-to-length ratio and wave height/beam ratio. The other matrix should be an 
array including the respective response data; in this case the mean acceleration levels at centre of gravity. 
 
Next an array with the four constants found in Savitsky and Brown’s formula is created with arbitrary 
initial values; this will be called the k-vector and can be found as k1 – k4 in Equation 1 below. 

D2.2 Implementation 

From the design formula of Savitsky and Brown the following equation is made: 
 

 欠�� = �怠 ∙ [��決 − �態] ∙ �ね ∙ (�戴 − �ぬ0) ∙ (� √�⁄ )�4 ∙ � 決⁄�∆  (1) 

Gathering the simulation conditions in a [n x m]-matrix where n is the number of conditions and m is the 

design variables to use as input for Equation 1. The response vector 欠��, a [1xn] array, is then used in 

order to calculate the unknown k-vector using a non-linear least-squares method called by the inbuilt 
function “nlinfit” in MATLAB (2012). 
 
Equation 2 shows an example MATLAB-implementation: 
 

 [k�ec, �, J, COVB]  =  nl�nf�t岫X, ydata, @sa��tskyb�o�n, k岻 (2) 

  

Where X is the input parameters, ydata is the response vector and k�ec is the vector containing the 

constants k1 – k4. The command @sa��tskyb�o�n calls the function-file containing Equation 1, with X 

and initial guess of the k-vector as input variables. 

D2.3 Results 

In Figure 1 there are four plots shown, the two topmost plots show the mean acceleration at CG, first for 
the regression done through MATLAB using the k-vector as unknown. The second plot to the right show 
the same results but using the k-values taken from the original Savitsky & Brown (1976) formula. The 
bottommost plots show instead the residuals between measurements and values derived through the 
respective formula (Equation 1). 
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From Figure 1 it can be seen that the new regression done through MATLAB in this study gives a 

satisfying result in comparison to the original Savitsky and Brown. By using the method described above 

new simulation results from numerical simulation runs replicating the model trials of Fridsma can be fairly 

assessed. 

D2.4 Discussion 

Savitsky and Brown stated themselves in Savitsky & Brown (1976) that the mean acceleration levels 

reached through their formula would have an accuracy of ±0.2g. In the bottommost right plot of Figure 1 

the claim of ±0.2g seem to be mostly correct. It is important to remember that while this is true for the 

mean acceleration levels it is not true for the average top 1/100th acceleration levels. Since Savitsky and 

Brown used the assumption of the exponential distribution this means that the accuracy of the average 

top 1/100th would be closer to ±1.2g. Such relatively high (±1.2g) inaccuracies can mean that craft 

designed through this formula can either be drastically conservative or dangerously under dimensioned. 

This inaccuracy alone should motivate a need for further research into extreme value acceleration levels 

for HSLC. 

  

Figure 1 Results taken from the non-linear least squares regression in MATLAB plotted next to the original Savitsky & Brown 
formula results for the mean acceleration levels at centre of gravity. 
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D3. SIMULATION CONDITIONS 

 
For this study raw simulation data gathered from Razola (2013) was used in order to satisfy the scope of 
this study within limited time. Because of this the model craft is the same as the one used in Razola (2013) 
and for further details of the craft the reader is referred to that work. 
 
The simulation conditions are chosen to give variations of each operating input parameter independently. 
The operating input parameters being: craft speed [m/s], significant waveheight [m], mean wave period [s], 
mass displacement [kg] and longitudinal centre of gravity measured in meters from aft. Craft geometry is 
kept the same, see D2.1. 
 
In Table 1 the conditions simulated are listed together with the respective input parameters. 
 

Table 1 Running conditions of KTH, Centre for Naval Architecture, simulations. 

Condition V [m/s] H1/3 [m] Period [s] ∆ [kg] LCG [m] L/B C∆ 

1 4.5 0.08 1.20 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

2 4.5 0.10 1.20 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

3 4.5 0.12 1.20 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

4 4.5 0.10 1.00 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

5 4.5 0.10 1.40 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

6 5.5 0.08 1.20 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

7 6.5 0.08 1.20 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

8 4.5 0.10 1.20 6.5 0.33 4.2 0.42 

9 4.5 0.10 1.20 6.5 0.41 4.2 0.42 

10 4.5 0.10 1.20 5.5 0.37 4.2 0.35 

11 4.5 0.10 1.20 6.0 0.37 4.2 0.38 

12 4.5 0.10 0.80 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

13 4.5 0.12 1.00 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

14 4.5 0.08 1.00 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

15 5.5 0.10 0.80 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

16 5.5 0.10 1.00 6.5 0.37 4.2 0.42 

 

D2.1 The model craft  

The hull used has a simple hard chine planing craft form, which in full scale equal 10.5 meters in length 
and 2.5 meters in breadth. Scale model particulars are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Model craft 

                        Main particulars 

LOA 1.05  [m] 

Bchine 0.25  [m] 

BOA 0.25  [m] 

Deadrise 22    [deg] 
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D4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
Here the post-processing of simulation data gathered by the Centre for Naval Architecture is presented.  

D4.1 Peak identification 

 
The method for peak acceleration identification presented here was developed by the Centre for Naval 
Architecture, KTH. The method involves: 
 

– 9th order Butterworth low-pass filter, to reduce unwelcome noise from the measurement signal; 

– Identification of positive derivatives of the acceleration measurement; 

– Threshold (1.25 times the standard deviation) for acceleration derivatives set to identify relevant 

peaks; 

– Window given by 0.25 times the mean peak distance is used to search for maximum acceleration 

values of each peak; and 

– Threshold for acceleration peaks set to 1.25 times the standard deviation of acceleration values. 

For more details the reader is referred to Razola (2013), Paper C. 
 
A result can in the time domain look like what is shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that peaks over a 
certain threshold value are identified as peak values and considered relevant to slamming events. No 
obvious omissions can be found by naked eye. 
 

 

In the original Fridsma trials these acceleration time series where recorded by analogue means and peaks 

where identified by eye.  

Figure 2 Time series of one condition, with identified peaks marked with red circles. 
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D4.2 Measurement statistics and the semi-empirical equations 

After the acceleration peaks have been identified relevant statistical measures can be calculated, such as 
mean acceleration levels, skewness and kurtosis. The data is presented in Table 3 for each simulated 
testing condition. The 1/100th highest acceleration averages are plotted in Figure 3 where they can be 
directly compared to the semi-empirical formulae of DNV, GL and Savitsky & Brown. 

 
Table 3. Statistical measures of the identified peak accelerations 

Condition Nr of peaks amean a1/3 a1/10 RMS skewness kurtosis 
2 512 1.54 2.66 3.87 1.84 1.84 6.90 

3 630 2.00 3.43 4.81 2.37 1.63 6.18 

4 601 1.58 2.69 3.94 1.87 1.79 6.41 

5 426 1.33 2.28 3.42 1.60 2.12 8.52 

6 549 1.53 2.65 3.90 1.84 2.06 8.55 

7 622 1.85 3.20 4.49 2.19 1.59 5.70 

8 543 1.95 3.38 4.91 2.33 1.72 6.43 

9 446 1.15 1.88 2.70 1.33 1.87 7.23 

10 512 1.49 2.54 3.70 1.77 1.88 7.38 

11 509 1.53 2.62 3.82 1.82 1.84 6.84 

12 807 1.22 1.93 2.75 1.38 2.11 10.52 

13 714 2.03 3.49 5.04 2.41 1.70 6.37 

14 588 1.17 1.95 2.88 1.37 2.13 8.59 

15 922 1.52 2.41 3.41 1.73 1.92 8.41 

16 524 2.07 3.73 5.56 2.54 1.81 6.51 

 
Where: 
amean     : average acceleration measured at centre of gravity (CG); 
a1/3       : average of the 1/3rd highest accelerations measured at CG; 
a1/10     : average of the 1/10th highest accelerations measured at CG; 
a1/100     : average of the 1/100th highest accelerations measured at CG; 
RMS    : root-mean-square deviation; 
skewness   : skewness of the identified acceleration peaks; and 
kurtosis     : the kurtosis of the identified acceleration peaks. 
 
While Table 3 contains a lot of useful information, it is easier to look at Figure 3 to see how the 
measurements add up. The values of GL can be seen to give consistently conservative measures while 
DNV and S&B1% (the average top 1/100th acceleration level of Savitsky and Brown (1976)) spread out on 
both sides. Considering the knowledge gathered from the regression analysis this is perhaps not surprising. 
A deviation of ±1g should be expected for these values. The main difference between DNV and S&B1% is 
the omission of the trim angle as an input parameter in the DNV rule formula compared to the original 
Savitsky and Brown formula. This is why DNV tends to under predict the acceleration to a larger extent 
than S&B1%. 
 
Special attention should be given to condition 15 and 16, where it can be seen that they share the same 
input parameters, except for the mean wave period. In one case the DNV and S&B1% formulae is shown 
to give conservative measures and in the other case (condition 16) they both produce results almost 2g 
below the measurement. This indicates that there are more uncertainties than previously assumed in 
Savitsky and Brown (1976). 
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D4.3 Convergence report 

In Fridsma’s trials only 75-100 wave encounters where measured for each running condition. While 75 
encounters could be considered as an adequate data pool for predicting the average acceleration, the more 
extreme measures such as the average of the 1% highest accelerations would then not even consist of one 
wave encounter. Fridsma circumvented this problem by assuming an exponential distribution that only 
relies on one parameter, namely the average acceleration. 
 
In the following three graphs the convergence of the four statistical measures amean, a1/3, a1/10 and a1/100 are 
plotted with a varying number of accelerations peaks. It can be seen that it is not until we have at least 
three data points in the 1% highest acceleration data pool that a reasonable assumption of a1/100 can be 
made. While these simulations have not been run with the same hull shapes, nor the same sea-states, as 
those used by Fridsma it is still clear that for a meaningful measure of the average of the 1% highest 
accelerations simulations should be done until a reasonable convergence is fulfilled. In Figure 4 to Figure 
6 convergence for three simulation conditions is reached after 300 to 600 wave encounters (corresponding 
to averages of 3 to 6 data points). 
 
 

 
Figure 4 Convergence for condition 6, average acceleration measured in g’s on the y-axis and number of acceleration peaks 

shown on the x-axis. 

 
 

 
Figure 5 Convergence for condition 15, average acceleration measured in g’s on the y-axis and number of acceleration peaks 

shown on the x-axis. 
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Figure 6 Convergence for condition 16, average acceleration measured in g’s on the y-axis and number of acceleration peaks 

shown on the x-axis. 

D4.4 Assumption of the exponential distribution 

In Fridsma’s original trials the acceleration peaks where assumed to follow an exponential distribution. If 
this is true there is no great problem with only relying upon 75 wave encounters since the average 
acceleration peak has reached a good convergence by that time, as shown in Figure 4. 
 
To investigate the exponential distribution the acceleration peaks where sorted by magnitude and collected 
in 50 equally spaced bins, the results of which can be seen in the histograms of Figure 7. Over this data 
the theoretical exponential distribution dependant on the mean acceleration is plotted.  

 
In order to superimpose the exponential distributions over the histograms above either the data sets of the 
histograms need to be normalised or the exponential distribution needs to be scaled accordingly. In this 
case the data sets have been kept un-normalised and instead the exponential distribution has been scaled 
up appropriately. The scaled exponential distribution function is hence written as shown in Equation 3. 
 

 讃岫�岻 = � ∙ �� ∙ ��仕蚕�仔 蚕−(岫�−史嗣�司嗣岻a仕蚕�仔 )
 (3) 
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Figure 7 Peak acceleration distribution for condition 15 (to the left) and 13 (to the right). 
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Where: 嫌建欠堅建  : starting point for the acceleration data; �  : total number of acceleration peaks;  Δ�  : bin width, or acceleration range of each bin; and a陳��津  : average peak acceleration. 
  
Figure 7 clearly show that the exponential distribution has a higher percentage of high acceleration values 
and a lower percentage of low acceleration values compared to the simulation results.  

D4.5 Wave period dependence 

While Fridsma’s trials were all conducted in a sea state with a PM-spectra formulation (assuming fully 
developed seas), defined by the significant wave-height. The simulation results in this report where taken 
with varying wave periods for different significant wave heights using instead the Bretschneider spectra (a 
2-component sea state formulation). 
 
When measuring the acceleration values for design purposes it is of interest to find that condition which 
give rise to the worst craft response. Finding this worst condition is then done by varying the wave period 
and wave heights for a desired maximum speed. 
 
In the simulations presented in M. Razola (2013), for a constant wave height of 0.1 m, the mean period 
was varied between 0.8 and 1.4 seconds. This corresponds to conditions: 2, 4, 5 and 12 described in 
chapter D3. The resulting average accelerations for the four conditions are shown in Figure 8.  

 
Fridsma used wave heights of 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 m with corresponding wave periods of  1.1, 1.6 and 1.9 
seconds. But at the same time the Fridsma test hull was slightly shorter than that of Razola’s. For 
comparison purposes, employing Froude’s scaling laws, the corresponding periods would be 1.18, 1.67 
and 2.04 seconds for the wave heights 0.05, 0.11 and 0.16 meters respectively. 
 
Figure 8 indicates that for the 0.1 meter waves Fridsma’s sea-state formulation (with mean wave period of 
1.6 s) might produce too low estimates of the average acceleration level than that which could be expected 
for the worst intended conditions (close to mean period of 1s).  
 
The data presented in this report is limited in scope and more than one condition with changing wave 
period should be evaluated in future studies. 

Figure 8 Mean wave period vs. average acceleration levels for the wave height 0.1 m. 
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D5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The main conclusions will be gathered here following the results of D4. 

D5.1 Measurement statistics and the semi-empirical equations 

Current GL formula gives over all a much more conservative measures of the accelerations while DNV 
tends to under predict the accelerations. Reasons for the bad behavior of DNV/S&B1% is discussed 
below. What should be noted here however is the relatively long experience of DNV classed HSLC that 
so far has shown no sign of failure due to bottom slamming. There is therefore no immediate reason to 
believe that GL’s acceleration prediction would be a better alternative. 

D5.2 Convergence report 

While the assumption of the exponential distribution might have been a lucky find, it is clear from the 
results gathered in D4.3 that basing such an assumption on only 75 to 100 wave encounters is not 
sufficient. 
 
Further it would be important to see the lifetime effects, with much more than 900 acceleration peaks, to 
see if there are freak wave encounters by which a craft should be designed for. This would be similar to 
the design philosophy of large oceangoing ships where 20-year life cycles are used in order to find extreme 
design limits. 

D5.3 Exponential distribution 

As shown in Figure 7 in D4.4 the exponential distribution can be expected to over-predict, or give 
conservative measures of, the average of the higher quantile of the peak accelerations.  Furthermore, the 
skewness of the exponential distribution is equal to 2 and the average skewness of all the simulations from 
this study (conditions 2-16) has been 1.87 which also points to the same conclusion. 
 
This conclusion should however be understood in the context of the peak identification procedure as 
described in D4.1. If for example a higher threshold for minimum acceleration values had been chosen it 
would likely skew the results more towards the exponential distribution. How to properly identify peak 
accelerations is something that needs further attention by the research community, since these thresholds 
are now set according to individual preferences. This is something that makes comparisons of acceleration 
data very hard. 

D5.4 Wave period dependence 

This result indicates that there is wave-period dependence and that it needs to be taken into account if 
further studies are to be done. This result also explains why Savitsky & Brown’s formula would under 
predict the design acceleration even though the assumption of the exponential distribution is expected to 
do the opposite. In other words the mean acceleration levels of Savitsky & Brown are expected to be 
lower than reality (based on Figure 8) while the relation between mean acceleration and the mean of the 
1/100th highest accelerations is over estimated shown in D4.4. Again, the problems associated with 
different peak acceleration identification needs to be considered. 
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D5. ROAD MAP FOR RULE DEVELOPMENT  

Extend the reach of Fridsma’s range of applicability for 
monohulls using KTH-strip simulations. At the same time 
making sure that the worst possible conditions are identified. 

Run tests of high speed catamarans similar to Fridsma’s trials, 
which could be done by using in-house simulation programs 
(WASIM) 

Create a comprehensive database of built ships, damage 
statistics and gather data from scale or full scale trials 

 

Create new semi-empirical 
design formula through 
regression, similar to S&B (1978). 

 In-house experience of complex 
craft designs and reasonable 
design loads. 
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APPENDIX E – EFFECTIVE FLANGE WIDTH FOR SANDWICH BEAMS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The effective width concept is used for both metallic- and composite structures. It is however for 
composite structures (especially sandwich) not evaluated to the same extent as it is for metallic structures.  
This paper will focus on the effective flange width for sandwich structures which is a commonly used in 
hull structures of modern high speed craft.  
 
The effective width concept is used in order to cope with shear lag effects that can be a problem especially 
for beams (e.g. stiffened plating) where the span is short in comparison to the plate flange width. For a 
beam subjected to a lateral load a non-uniform stress distribution will occur due to the shear lag effect, see 
Figure 1. As a consequence the stresses in the flange will be greater than what they would be according to 
elementary beam theory where it is assumed that the stress is uniformly distributed.   
 
In order to use beam models for designing stiffeners and evaluate the stresses they are subjected to, the 
effective width is used. With the use of the effective width it is for a stiffened plate structure possible to 
consider a stress uniformly distributed over the cross section area, see  Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 1 Non-uniform stress distribution as  Figure 2 Uniform stress distribution by using beff  
               a result of shear lag Ghelardi (2014).                 Ghelardi (2014). 

 
The effective width concept is treated different by different classification societies. Det Norske Veritas 
(DNV) and Germanischer Lloyd (GL) are two classification societies that will be considered in this paper. In 
DNV(2013) it is stated that only the inner skin that the stiffener is attached to should be considered for 
the effective width. GL does on the other hand allow the designer to account for both skins, even though 
the contribution from the outer skin is not explicitly stated in GL(2012). Further differences are that the 
effective width according to GL is taken solely dependent on the panel span to width ratio. In DNV it is 
also dependent on the ratio of the E-modulus (E) and the shear modulus (G) of the flange laminates. 
Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows the effective width for different aspect ratios (l/b) according to DNV and 
GL. 
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GL does only provide a curve according to Figure 4 while DNV does provide a formula for the effective 
width, which results in curves according to Figure 3. The formula for the effective width provided by 
DNV is 
 b刀唐唐b = 怠怠+戴.戴EG岾 b2l峇2        (1) 

 
where b is the panels total width, l the length of the panel, E the elastic-modulus for the skin laminates 
and G is the shear modulus for the skin laminates.  
  
Both classification societies like DNV and GL as well as designers are aware of that both skins are active 
in bending and contributing to the stiffener bending strength and stiffness. The problem is that few 
studies has been carried out on the concept of effective width for sandwich panels and it is unknown how 
much the outer skin is contributing as effective flange.  Consequences of using the approach stated by 
DNV are generally that stresses in the plate flange and stiffener top flange are overestimated.  
 
This paper aims to evaluate how effective the outer skin is in relation to the outer skin as well as 
evaluating the consequences of only considering the inner skin as active. A proposal for how the outer 
skin can be included is outside the scope of this study. The study will however evaluate different design 
parameters that affect the effective flange width of the beam. As a result this study will serve as a 
foundation for further studies with the final goal of determining how both skins can be considered as 
active when calculating the effective flange width of a sandwich beam. 

2. METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF THE OUTER SKIN 

The mathematical definition of the effective width was originally defined by Schade (1951) as  
 �勅捗捗 = ∫ ���岫槻岻弐0 鳥槻��尼�       (2) 

 

where σxx(y) is the bending stress acting along the beam distributed over the cross-section. That means, as 
described in Huss (1999) that the constant stress distributed over the effective width will give the same 
total normal force in the flange as the actual stress distribution. An alternative is presented in Ghelardi 
(2014) where the effective width is calculated based on the strain distribution instead. That means that the 
effective width for the outer skin will be calculated as 
 �勅捗捗 = ∫ ���岫槻岻弐0 鳥槻��尼� .      (3) 

 

Figure 3 Effective width according to DNV. Figure 4 Effective width according to GL. 
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The idea is to set up a simple FE-model of a typical sandwich panel that can be found in the bottom 
structure of a high speed craft. Figure 5 shows what a typical top-hat stiffener looks like and how it is 
simplified in this analysis.  

 
Figure 5 A typical top hat stiffener GL (2012) and how the cross section is simplified in this analysis. 

 
By setting up a simplified model of the stiffened sandwich panel, see Figure 6, it is possible to easily vary 
different parameters that can influence the effective width.  
 
The stiffened sandwich panel can be modeled in different ways using shell element, solid element or a 
combination of them. In Grossman (2010) different element types commonly used for sandwich 
structures are presented in detail. In this study the stiffened sandwich panel is modeled using shell 
elements for all parts (inner- and outer skin, core, stiffener web and top flange).  Using shell elements 
means that there is only one element through the thickness of the sandwich. For that element laminate 
and- core thickness, as well as material properties has to be specified. ABAQUS, the commercial FE-
program used in this study, calculates the properties of the section (bending- and shear stiffness) 
according to sandwich theory assuming thin faces. An alternative is to model the laminate skins with shell 
elements and the core with solid elements in order to get a better representation of the transverse stresses. 
It is also possible to model the whole structure with solid elements. It would however results in high 
computation costs even for a relatively simple model like the stiffened sandwich panel, and it has 
therefore not been considered as an alternative. In order to keep the model simple (but accurate) the core 
of the stiffener is not modeled due to its poor mechanical properties. Quadratic elements are used and 
strains are evaluated at integration points. The analysis is performed for small deformations and linearity 
can be assumed. 
 

 
Figure 6 FE-model with applied line loads.  

Fixed boundary conditions are applied to the short edge of the panel (b) and symmetry conditions are 
applied to the long edges (l). Line loads are applied on top of the stiffener (applied on top of the webs, see 
Figure 6) which is a simplification of the uniformly distributed load that actually is applied on the whole 
panel bottom. A line load is considered to give accurate strains parallel to the longest side of the panel. If 
strains parallel to the shortest side would have been of interest, a line load applied on top of the stiffener 
would not have a poor choice. Possible negative consequences of applying a line load are however still 
that strains towards the panel edges might be underestimated . The effective widths for both skins are 
evaluated at fixities and at midspan of the beam. 
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Figure 7 Beam cross-section 

Figure 7 shows a cross-section of the sandwich beam with the width (b), stiffener height (h) and a top 
flange width (btf). The web height and the width of the top flange are kept constant in this analysis. Further 
studies should however evaluate what influence different stiffener heights have on the effective flange 
width. All panel- and beam design parameters are presented in Table 1 together with the designation used 
in the report.  
 
Table 1Nomenclature for panel and beam design parameters. 

Variable Designation Value Unit 

Panel length l 2400, 3400, 4150 

mm 

Panel width b 1200, 850, 690 
Effective width inner skin b1 See Figure 23 and Figure 24 
Effective width outer skin b2 
Stiffener height h 270 
Top flange width btf 100 
Skin laminate thickness t 1,76 
Core thickness tc 20, 30, 40, 50 

 
Table 2 presents the different materials with its properties that are used for the laminates in the study. 
Material 1 is used for the stiffener top flange and material 2 is used for the web. Material 2-4 will be used 
for the inner- and outer skin in order to how evaluate how the E/G-ratio is related to the effective flange 
width. Material properties for different cores used in the study are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 2 Laminate material properties. 

  1 (longitudinal) 2 (transverse)   

Material t 
[mm] 

σt 
[MPa] 

σc 
[MPa] 

E 
[GPa] 

σt 
[MPa] 

σc 
[MPa] 

E 
[GPa] 

G 
[GPa] 

E/G 

 L  
[0] 

0.4 1800 950 120 80 80 4 3,0 40 

2 DB  
[+45/-45] 

0.4 145 135 11 145 135 11,0 30 0,4 

3 LT  
[0/90] 

0.4 970 500 60,0 970 500 60,0 3,0 20 

4 LT+DB 
[0/90/+45/-45] 

0.9 620 340 40,0 620 340 40 16 2,6 
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Table 3 Core material properties. 

 Core material properties 

Core E [MPa] ν  G [MPa] ρ [kg/m3] 
H130 135 0.32 40 130 
H200 210 0.32 65 200 
H250 260 0.32 81 250 

 

The effective flange width of both skins has been calculated at boundary and midspan for all 
combinations of: 
 

- E/G = 0.4, 2.6 and 20 

- l/b = 2,4 and 6 

- tc = 20, 30, 40 and 50 mm. 

How different core materials affects the effective widths has been analysed for a beam with and aspect 
ratio of 2, elastic-shear ratio of 2.6 and a core thickness of 30 mm. The core densities that have been 
evaluated are according to Table 3. 
 
It is not all of combinations of the above presented parameters that are realistic for the bottom structure 
of a high speed craft. Typical aspect ratios for sandwich panels in high speed craft are 1 or 2. The ratio 
between the laminates elastic- and shear modulus can typically be around 2.6 rather than the two extremes 
of 0.4 or 20. A ratio of 0.4 would mean that the panel has good shear properties but poor bending 
properties. A ratio of 20 would on the other mean that the panel has good bending properties but poor 
shear properties. The reason for evaluating some of the more unrealistic combinations is however that 
they are covered by the current formulation (1). The idea is to evaluate the realistic design but also some 
of the more extreme cases in order to conclude how sensitive the effective width is to variations of design 
parameters.  
 
Before going in to the analysis of the actual results, it is demonstrated how the position of the neutral axis 
can be found for the analysed cross section. Figure 8 shows what a typical cross-section for sandwich 
panel with a top-hat stiffener look like, and how it can be simplified in order to find the neutral axis. Note 
that index-number 1,2 and 3 in Figure 8 indicates inner, outer- and top flange laminate, and not the elastic 
modulus in a certain direction. In the same way t1, t2 and t3 is the thickness of the inner-, outer skin and 
the top flange. The E-modulus for the web laminate is written Eh and the web height is h. 

 
Figure 8 Analysed cross section with the neutral axis, e, marked.   

For a cross-section according to Figure 1, the neutral axis can be calculated from 
 �怠�怠 (�怠2 + �頂 + �態2 ) + �ℎℎ (ℎ2 + �怠 + �頂 + �態2 ) + �戴�戴 (�戴2 + ℎ + �怠 + �頂 + �態2 ) = 

 =  �岫�怠�怠 + �態�態 + �頂�頂 + �ℎℎ + �戴�戴岻     (5) 
 

Where z* is a reference point and e is the actual distance defining position of the neutral axis. The neutral 
axis will vary depending on the material properties, laminate- and core thickness and the web height. The 
position of the neutral axis will not be presented for all analysed combinations. As an aid in order to 
analyse the strains distribution presented in 4.1-4.3, the position of the neutral axis is given in Table 4 for 
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different core thicknesses. The different cores can be considered as weak in relation to the laminates, 
hence the position of the neutral axis will not change to a large extent when different core densities are 
analysed. The position of the neutral axis given in Table 4 can therefore be considered to be valid also for 
the cores H130 and H250. 
 
Table 4 Position of the neutral axis for different core thicknesses. 

Core thickness, tc [mm] Neural axis, e [mm] 

Core H200 
20 163.4 
30 173.0 
40 182.7 
50 192.4 

 

3. CURRENT APPROACH 

As it is today, only the inner skin is considered for the effective flange width of a sandwich beam. That 
means that the outer skin is removed and not considered to contribute to the bending strength and 
stiffness of the beam. As a result beam stresses can be expected to be overestimated. Figure 9 shows how 
the stresses in the inner skin can be heavily overestimated with beam theory by only considering the inner 
skin as active. In Figure 9 the stresses calculated analytically has been normalized with the stresses 
obtained from the FE-analysis. The stresses in the top flange are predicted rather well in relation to the 
FE-results. That is however not too unexpected since the stresses in the top flange are more dependent on 
the web properties and how well the shear forces are transferred by the web. The results are taken at 
midspan for a beam with fixed boundary conditions at both ends and a varying aspect ratio (l/b) and 
elastic modulus- to shear ratios (E/G). That the stresses in the inner skin is overestimated is however not 
really relevant. The panel has already been designed with a core thickness and laminate thickness in order 
to handle a certain load. It is the stresses in the stiffener web and especially the top flange that are of 
interest when evaluating the beam using simple beam theory and the concept of effective flange width. As 
Figure 9 shows, the stresses in the top flange are predicted rather accurate even if only one skin is 
considered to be active. The stresses in the top flange and how they are dependent on the effective flange 
width will be given more attention later in the report.  

 
Figure 9 Stresses in inner skin- and top flange width outer skin removed according to today’s approach. 

It is also demonstrated what the stresses are over the cross section calculated according to sandwich 
theory when using the same effective flange width (calculated according to (1)) for both skins. The 
stresses are for a sandwich cross-section calculated according to 
 � = �∙帳∙佃帳� = �∙帳∙佃帖       (4) 
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where z is the distance from the layer where the stress is calculated to the neutral axis. The bending 
moment M is caused by the load that the beam is subjected to. The bending stiffness D will vary 
depending on what the effective width is for the inner and outer skin. Figure 10 shows stresses calculated 
according to (4), again, normalized with the results from the finite element analysis (FE-analysis). That 
means that stresses from the FE-analysis equals 100 %. Any results above that level indicate that the 
analytical result is overestimated. For the results in Figure 10 the same effective width, calculated 
according to (1), has been used for both skins. Not too surprising, the stresses over the cross section are 
better estimated by considering both skins as active. They are however still slightly overestimated for short 
beams and very overestimated in the case of a high E/G-ratio. That means that the contribution from the 
outer skin is probably underestimated.  
 

 
Figure 10 Stresses over a cross section with both skins active 

 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH 

There are almost an infinite number of combinations of parameters that can influence the effective flange 
width. This analysis is limited to analyze the influence of different E/G-ratios, aspect ratio, core- thickness 
and density. 
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4.1 E/G and l/b 

The ratio between the laminates elastic- and shear modulus is assumed to have a big influence on the 
effective flange width. An example of how the strain distribution looks like is presented in Figure 11 and 
Figure 12. The inner skin experiences more shear lag compared to the outer skin and the effective widht 
is, as presented in Figure 13 and Figure 14, bigger for the outer skin. Note that the strains are bigger for 
the inner skin compared to the outer skin at fixeties. This is far from intuitive since the outer skin is 
further from the neutral axis and is therofore expected to experience larger strains. It is however in place 
to keep in mind that the aspect ratio for the presented example is low (2). It is otherwise within 
elementary beam theory usually assumed that the beam length is much greater than the width. It is 
possible that the non-intuitive result is a due to phenomenon not coverd by elementary beam theory. 
 

 
Figure 11 Strain distribution at midspan. 

 
Figure 12 Strain distribution at boundary. 
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Figure 13 Relation between the effective widht of inner- and outer skin as function of E/G and l/b (at midspan). 

 
Figure 14 Relation between the effective width of inner- and outer skin as function of E/G and l/b (at boundary). 

Figure 13 and Figure 14 shows how big the effective width is for the inner skin in relation to the outer 
skin for different aspect ratios and different ratios of E/G. The core thickness is kept constant at 30 mm. 
It gives an indication of how active each skin is in bending and for low E/G-ratios the effective width for 
the inner skin is almost as big as for the outer skin, especially for longer beams. The importance of the 
outer skin does however increase with an increasing E/G.   
 
It is here also important no mention the change of sign that can be identified in the strain distribution 
plots in Figure 11 and Figure 12. In this analysis the effective width has for all cases been calculated by 
integrating over the whole plate width. Figure 11 and Figure 12 does however show that there is a change 
in sign for the strains at b = 200 mm and b = 1000 mm. After these points there is no longer strains due 
to bending of the stiffener, it is instead strains due to pure plate bending. A more correct approach would 
have been to integrate only over the compression region (or tension depending on if the analysed cross 
section is at midspan or boundary).  
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The consequences from integrating over the whole cross-section has however been considered to not 
affect the actual effective width to a large extent. Due to this, and in order to ease the handling of the data 
files from the FE-analysis, it was decided to integrate over the whole plate width.  
 

4.2 Core thickness 

The core thickness is expected to affect how effective each skin is. Figure 15 - Figure 18 shows the strain 
distribution over the plate width for different core thicknesses. Starin distributions are presented for the 
inner- and outer skin at midspan as well as at boundary. A panel with an aspect ratio of 2 and a E/G-ratio  
of 2.6 has been used for all the analysed cases. 

 
Figure 15 Strain distribution over inner skin at midspan for different core thicknesses. 
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Figure 16 Strain distribution over outer skin at midspan for different core thicknesses. 

 

 
Figure 17 Strain distribution over inner skin at boundary for different core thicknesses. 
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Figure 18 Strain distribution over outer skin at boundary for different core thicknesses. 

The results show that the core thickness will affect the effective width of inner skin at midspan and the 
outer skin at boundary. Figure 18 and Figure 19 indicates a strain distribution over the cross-section will 
vary linearly depending on the core thickness. Note that as Figure 12 the strains are at the boundary again 
bigger for the inner skin compared to the outer skin. It is recommended to further study the phenomena 
in order to conclude what is actually happening near the boundary for beams with short aspect ratios.   
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4.3 Core density 

The core density is another parameter that is expected to have big influence on how effective each skin is. 
Material data for all evalauetd core densities are given in Table 3. .Figure 19 - Figure 22 shows the how the 
starin distribution varies with different core densities. A panel with an aspect ratio of 2 and a E/G-ratio  
of 2.6 has been used for all the analysed cases.   

 
Figure 19 Strain distribution over the inner skin at midspan for different core densities. 

 

 
Figure 20 Strain distribution over the outer skin at midspan. 
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Figure 21 Strain distribution over the inner skin at boundary. 

 
Figure 22 Strain distribution over the outer skin at boundary. 
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The strain distributions for both skins at midspan and at boundary, shows that there is no big dependency 
between the core density and the effective flange width. The effective width for each skin has been 
calculated for the case with the core H130 and the core H250, see Table 5. As Table 5 shows the biggest 
difference between the calculated effective width for two different cores is 6.6 mm. Even though the shell 
model is considered to give an accurate representation of the core properties, it is recommended to 
perform further studies with a solid model in order to verify the results presented here.  
 
Table 5 Effective width as function of different core densities. 

E/G = 2.6, l/b=2 130 250 

b1 [mm] 348 317 
b2 [mm] 799 773 
Δ(b130-b250) [mm] 31 66 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FURTHER STUDIES 

 
The effective width of the inner- and outer skin for a sandwich beam has been evaluated for different 
design parameters. It is clear that the effective width is in fact consistently bigger for the outer skin 
compared to the inner skin. Figure 23 and Figure 24 shows the effective width for the inner skin 
calculated according to DNV and according to (3). Note that it seems that DNV in general are 
overestimating the effective width for the inner skin. A more probable explanation is however that it is the 
integrated effective width that is underestimated due to that the integration has been performed over the 
whole plate width for all cases.   

 
Figure 23 Effective width at midspan. 

 

 
Figure 24 Effective width at boundary. 

The fact that the effective width is consistently bigger for the outer skin compared to the inner skin 
indicates that it is actually more effective and more important for the beam behaviour compared to the 
inner skin.  
 
It was in section 3 and Figure 10 demonstrated that by using the same effective width for both skins and 
calculating the stresses over the cross-section analytically according to (4), stresses were overestimated. By 
instead using the actual effective width for each skin according to Figure 23 and Figure 24, it is possible to 
get a better correspondence between stresses calculated analytically and the stresses obtained from the FE-
analysis, see  
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Figure 25 Stresses calculated analytically over the cross-section using the actual effective width for each skin. 

It is with these results naturally to raise the question if not the effective width of the outer skin actually 
should be used instead of the effective width of the inner skin. 
 
It was earlier briefly explained that the whole design process starts with the design of the panels. As a 
result of a certain design pressure it will be necessary to design them with a certain core and laminate 
thickness. Then follows the design of the stiffener and it as this point, when deciding on the web- and top 
flange scantlings, that it becomes important to consider shear lag and the effective flange width. As Figure 
7 showed, it was possible to calculate the stresses in the top flange rather accurate even though only the 
inner skin was considered as active. In order to evaluate the theory of that the outer skin should be 
consider for the effective flange width, instead of the outer skin, the stresses in the top flange has been 
calculated according to (4) width the effective widths presented in Figure 23 and Figure 24. The results has 
again been normalized with the FE-results in order to see if the stresses are over- or underestimated. For 
the results presented in Figure 23 and Figure 24, the ratio between the laminates elastic- and shear 
modulus is 2.6. The core H200 according to Table 3 has been used with a thickness of 30 mm.  

 
Figure 26 Stresses calculated analytically for the top flange at midspan with one skin active normalized with the stresses 

obtained from the FE-analysis. 
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Figure 27 Stresses calculated analytically for the top flange at boundary with one skin active normalized with the stresses 

obtained from the FE-analysis 

The bar charts show two things. The first is that the stresses in the top flange can be considered to fairly 
accurate predicted even if only the inner skin is considered for the effective flange. At midspan the 
stresses are actually underestimated for the case with an aspect ratio of 2. The stresses are however with 
an effective width for the inner skin according to DNV only underestimated by 2 %. With the effective 
width calculated for the inner skin according to (3) the stresses are exactly the same according to (4) as for 
the FE-results.  
 
The stresses are however for a beam with fixed boundary condition, bigger at the fixities compared to 
midspan. It is therefore these stresses that will rule the design. Figure 27 shows that as expected, the 
stresses are again overestimated in the top flange. However, the second thing these bar charts shows are 
that there is no major difference between the results depending on if the effective width of the inner skin 
or the outer skin is used. The stresses are in all cases overestimated around 20-40 %. Figure 27 does 
however show that by using the effective width of the outer skin, the correspondence between the 
analytical- and the FE-solution are for all cases better. It is recommended to in further studies evaluate the 
idea of considering the outer skin for the effective flange with instead of the inner skin. 
 
This study shows that the actual consequences from a design perspective are not too severe. Assuming 
that a beam with an aspect ratio of 2 (which again is more realistic than 4, or 6 when it comes to sandwich 
panels in high speed craft) has been evaluated with an effective flange width according to (1). The results 
shows that the stresses in the top flange are 20 % to high compared to the allowable. The probable action 
from designer’s point of view is then to either increase the web height or add an extra layer of 
unidirectional fibre to the top flange. It is not analysed in this report, but it is fair to assume that this will 
not add an extensive extra structural weight, even if adding an extra layer for all stiffener in the bottom 
structure is considered. The bigger concern in such case is more likely to be related to manufacturing time 
and production costs. Fibre composites are in general expensive and it is of course from this point of view 
important to design the beams as light and efficient as possible. 
 
It is clear that the concept of effective flange for sandwich beams is a complex topic. It has in this study 
been demonstrated that the effective width is bigger for the outer skin compared to the inner skin. 
Important design parameters are, as for the case with single skin, the aspect ratio and the ratio between 
the laminates elastic- and shear modulus. The consequences of considering only one skin as active are 
however not as severe as expected, independently if the inner or outer skin is considered for the effective 
flange. It is however still recommended to continue with studies covering the case with simply supported 
beams, as well as evaluating how the beam deflection is affected by only considering the inner skin as 
active. Even though the actual consequences of only considering one skin as active (with respect to the 
stresses), it is important with further studies towards a formulation that can be used for calculating the 
effective flange for a sandwich beam. Every layer of fibre that can be saved leads to more efficient beam 
designs. 
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APPENDIX F – THE EXAMPLE CRAFT 
 
The six hull types under consideration are shown in Table 1 with main parameters and service types 
presented. Also shown in Table 1 are the operational profile desired, meaning at what significant 
waveheight the craft shall be able to operate in at maximum service speed. These craft form the basis for 
many of the calculation examples presented in the Executive Summary, Appendix A and Appendix B. 
 

Table 1 Main parameters of the chosen crafts for this study 

ID: LWL   BWL T VMAX Max Hs Service Hull type 

Patrol 30 136 6.0 1.5 36 2.5 Patrol craft FRP single skin monohull 

Ferry 64 810 9.0 2.6 35 2.3 Car ferry Aluminium catamaran 

Cat 33 154 5.0 1.6 35 1.0 Passenger  Aluminium catamaran 

SWATH 24 135 5.0 2.0 23 1 /2.5 Passenger  Sandwich SWATH 

Transport 20 48 5.1 1.0 35 1.0 Patrol craft Aluminium monohull 

Transport S 20 48 5.1 1.0 35 1.0 Patrol craft Sandwich monohull 

 
The Patrol and Transport craft are typical planing, hard chine, monohulls. The Ferry and the Cat are both 
typical high speed catamaran hulls, and the SWATH has both a “SWATH mode” and a catamaran mode. 
For the SWATH it is the catamaran mode that is under consideration, since bottom slamming is not 
calculated for regular SWATHs. 
 

F1. ACCELERATION LIMITS AND OPERATIONAL PROFILES 

 
For all passenger craft (Ferry, Cat and SWATH) there is a limit to 1g for design purposes from both 
classification societies, GL (2012), DNV (2012). This means that for these craft there cannot be set a 
desired wave height in top speed, instead the speed restriction will be limited by a set acceleration. For the 
other craft (Patrol and Transport/-S) there is only a minimum limit of 1g, GL (2012), DNV (2012). This 
means that for the Patrol and Transport craft the design accelerations will instead be decided after a set 
speed and significant waveheight combination.  
 
For the Patrol craft maximum service speed shall be used with 2.5m significant waveheight, for the 
Transport craft maximum service speed shall be used together with 1m significant waveheight. 
 
In Figure 1 to Figure 3 the speed restriction curves calculated through respective legacy society design 
acceleration formulae as described in Appendix A, chapter A3. Generally the restrictions from legacy GL 
rules are more restrictive with regards to what maximum speed is allowed for a given waveheight. This 
means that a craft designed for legacy GL rules either has to be stronger built (due to higher design 
acceleration) or suffer from a more restrictive operational profile compared to legacy DNV rules. 
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Figure 2 Speed restriction curves, to the left is the restriction for the Ferry and to the right is the restriction for the SWATH, both limited to 
1g. 
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Figure 1 Speed restriction curves, to the left is the restriction for the Cat (1g limit) and to the right is the restriction for the Patrol craft 
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In Table 2 the design areas (in general taken as the stiffener spacing times the span) of the bottom plating 
is shown from which design pressures and later structural requirements are based upon. For GL there is a 
maximum limit to the span that is equal to three times the spacing, while DNV has a maximum limit to 
the design area equal to 2.5 times the spacing. DNV also has a minimum design area requirement equal to 

 .     T⁄ , GL (2012), DNV (2012). 

 
 

Table 2 Midship (LCG) bottom panel design areas under consideration 

ID: Span [mm] Spacing [mm] Load Area (GL) Load Area (DNV) 

Patrol 1800 430 0.56 [m2] 0.46 [m2] 

Ferry 1200 235 0.17 [m2] 0.63 [m2] 

Cat 750 245 0.18 [m2] 0.19 [m2] 

SWATH 1900 475 0.68 [m2] 0.56 [m2] 

Transport 1200 250 0.19 [m2] 0.16 [m2] 

Transport S 1600 600 0.90 [m2] 0.90 [m2] 

 
 
Table 3 shows a summary of design loads and structural requirements for all example craft. These results 
are the basis for the comparisons made in Appendix A and B. The Table also includes global strength 
requirements, but these are outside the scope of Appendix A and B. 
 
 

Figure 3 Speed restriction curves for the Transport craft; chosen acceleration limit for 
GL is 3g. 
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Table 3 Summary of design loads for the example Craft 

Property GL 2012 DNV 2012 Units 

Craft Patrol Ferry Cat Swath TTB TTBs Patrol Ferry Cat Swath TTB TTBs - 

Service RSA200 RSA50 RSA50 RSA200 RSA20 RSA20 R2 R3 R3 R1 R3 R3 - 

Speed 35.5 35 35 22.7 35 35 35.5 35 35 22.7 35 35 kt 

Vmax /√  6.2 4.4 6.1 4.6 7.2 7.2 6.2 4.4 6.1 4.6 7.2 7.2 -     4 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 g 

  Hull Girder Loads  

kNm 
Hollow slamming 

L < 50m 

57 200 

L < 50m 

2 888 

- L < 50m 

95 035 

L < 50m 

3 714 

L < 50m 

Crest slamming 57 202 2 888 69 550 4 192 

Hogging 77 069 4 746 63 367 2 434 

Sagging 63 226 4 251 64 031 1 387 

Section modulus 7 631 - 11 180 - cm2m 

  Bottom Slamming Pressure  

kN/m2 

Psl 

Plate 

LCG 

0.60 L 

0.75 L 

335 186 98 100 191 179 270 173 107 87 143 143 

277 183 86 94 
- 

195 169 83 81 
- 

267 126 73 80 178 89 61 62 

Psl 

Stiffener 

LCG 

0.60 L 

0.75 L 

310 177 98 90 164 131 231 173 107 75 118 85 

268 174 86 85 
- 

177 169 83 71 
- 

263 120 73 72 167 89 61 60 

Psl 

Frame 

LCG 

0.60 L 

0.75 L 

207 117 61 70 143 123 132 117 51 56 62 44 

170 125 54 66 
- 

95 125 48 55 
- 

166 103 46 61 96 84 36 52 

 Aluminium Requirements for Bottom Structure at LCG  

Plate thickness 

- 

6.1 5.0 

- 

6.9 

- - 

6.2 5.2 

- 

5.0 

- 

mm 

Stiffener S.M. 62 14 61 58 14 42 
c   

Frame S.M. 629 150 664 660 158 427 

Stiff. shear area 4.8 1.8 4.8 6.1 2.0 4.4 
c   

Frame shear area 26 7.2 25 29 8.1 18 

 Sandwich and FRP Bottom Panel Requirements at LCG  

Core shear Not relevant 0.7 0.88 Not relevant 0.7 0.88 
MPa 

Skin stress in/out 70.8 90.0 91.5 100 100 87.6 81.2 82.4 90 90 

Max. deflection 6.3 7.8 6.0 36.3 15.6 12 mm 
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APPENDIX G – NOMENCLATURE  

 
Presented here are the definitions and symbols commonly used in respective classification rule text (DNV 
and GL) for High-speed Light Craft hull structure design. 
 
When rules or craft are referred to as coming from legacy GL or legacy DNV, this means that they are from 
the individual societies, pre-merger. 

G.1 DNV - DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS: 

 
L  = length of the craft in m defined as the distance between perpendiculars. Amidships is   defined as 

the midpoint of L 
 

FP  = forward perpendicular is the perpendicular at the intersection of the fully loaded waterline (with the 
craft at rest) with the fore side of the stem 
 

AP  = after perpendicular is the perpendicular at the intersection of the fully loaded waterline (with the 
craft at rest) the after end of sternpost or transom 
 

B  = greatest moulded breadth in m 

D  = moulded depth is the vertical distance in m from baseline to moulded deck line at the uppermost 
continuous deck measured amidships 
 

T  = fully loaded draught midship in m with the craft floating at rest in calm sea water    = volume of the moulded displacement in m3 taken at draught T    = fully loaded displacement in tonnes of salt water (density 1.025t/m3) on draught T 

CB  = block coefficient, given by the formula: 

CB = 
              

 
aCG  = design vertical acceleration in m/s2 at LCG 

BWL = greatest moulded breadth of the hull(s) in m at the fully loaded waterline (with the craft at rest). For 
multihull craft BWL is the sum of the waterline breadths of each hull 
 

BWL2  = moulded breadth of the hull(s) in m at the fully loaded waterline (with the craft at rest) measured at 
L/2. For multihull craft BWL2 is the sum of the waterline breadths of each hull 
 

V  = maximum speed in knots 

Hs  = significant wave height in m 

  Significant wave height is the average of the 1/3 highest wave heights within the wave spectrum 
 

g0  = standard acceleration of gravity 

 = 9.81 m/s2 

LCG  = longitudinal centre of gravity in m from AP 

WL  = water line. 
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G.2 GL - DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS: 

 
L  = Rule length [m], equal to LWL which is the waterline measured with the craft at rest in calm water 

and, for SESs, in the off-cushion condition, for trimarans L will be defined in each separate case at 
the discretion of GL. 
 

FP  = forward perpendicular, i.e. the perpendicular at the intersection of the waterline at draught T and at 
the foreside of the stem 
 

AP  = aft perpendicular, i.e. the perpendicular located at a distance L abaft of the forward perpendicular 
 

B  = the greatest moulded breadth [m], of the craft 
 

BW = the greatest moulded breadth [m], measured on the waterline at draught T; for catamarans, BW is 
the breadth of each hull; for trimarans, BW will be defined en each separate case at the discretion of 
GL. 
 

D  = depth [m], measured vertically in the transverse section at the middle of length L from the moulded 
base line of the hull(s) to the top of the deck beam at one side of the main deck (if the main deck is 
stepped, D will be defined in each separate case at the discretion of GL) 
 

T  = draught of the craft [m], measured vertically on the transverse section at the middle of length L, 
from the moulded base line of the hull(s) to the full loaf waterline, with the craft at rest in calm 
water and, for SESs, in the off-cushion condition 
    = moulded displacement at draught T, in sea water (mass density 1.025t/m3) [t] 
 

CB  = block coefficient, given by the formula: 
 

CB = 
              

 

For catamarans, CB is to be calculated for a single hull, assuming   equal to one half of the craft’s displacement; 
for trimarans the calculation of CB depends on the distribution of displacement of each hull. It will be defined 
in each separate case at the discretion of GL. 
 
aCG  = The design vertical acceleration at LCG (expressed in g) 

 
BWL = greatest moulded breadth of the hull(s) in m at the fully loaded waterline (with the craft at rest). For 

multihull craft BWL is the sum of the waterline breadths of each hull 
 

V  = maximum speed in knots 
 

g  = acceleration of gravity, equal to 9,81 m/s2 

 

LCG  = longitudinal centre of gravity of the craft. 
 
 

G3. OTHER DEFINITIONS OR SYMBOLS 

 
Load coefficient: C∆ = ∆/(g ρ B3) 
Where ∆ is the displaced weight [N], g is acceleration due to gravity [m/s2], ρ is density of water [kg/m3] 
and B is the craft beam in [m] 
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